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Stat_EIlt ot the Probl_ 
The problem worked out in this thesis was undertaken as the direct 
result ot a desire to learn whether the desree ot success or tailure in 
state-board. e:mminations in scbools ot nursing in Michigan could in any 
perceptible measure be attributed to olose adherence to, or dev1ation 
from, the standard Curriculum.. 
The curriculum and its so-called -influential- tactors are basic 
to the approftl ot the school by t,he state board ot eDainers, and are 
commonly believed to have a o1ose connection with student amccess or 
failure. These factors include (1) the number of classroom hours; (I) 
the clinical experi8Jlce aw.ilable; (3) the identity otequipment in 
classroom and n.ri; (4:) the teaching tacil1ties; (5) the studellt at61"1&1, 
inoluding admiSSion on the Da8i8 ot I.~ aDd hish-8chool preparation; 
(6) the instructor8' qualification8; (f) the application of class in-
struction during ward practioe; (8) the number ot sciences taUSbt stmnl-
taneou81y; and (I) the grade plac..at ot the subjects ot the curricullllll. 
Det1nitions Essential to the Understanding of the Probl_ 
'.f'h.e Standard CUrriculum 1s an outline of tundaantal subJeots re-
cmaaended by the Oommittee on Educat10n of the National League ot NUrs1ag 
Educat10n. fte Curricula ftS prepancl as a means of securing greater 
unitormity 1n the curricula ot nursing schools, aad as a guide on which 
the best schools ot the COWltry ~ build (16:14). 
'!'he t1 tle "Standard CurriCl1lwa- has been retained thl'OU8hout this 
study in order to avoid any possibility at contusion in the discussion at 
the curr1culUlll as outlined by the ColllDl1ttee on Education ot the National 
League ot NurSing Education. This Committee believed, that th.e tera 
wstandardw caued oontusion, tor S<lle thought it to be a model, sOl1e a 
minimum, and others a required standard. In 1932 the CoJDi ttee decided 
to drop the word -standard- trom the title (15:14). In this study the 
word is retained, tor the title as so giTen will be intelligible to all 
who are interested. in nurs1llg educatioa, and the new title would ill many 
sections ot this tl!leais be historically incorrect • 
.Acoredited schools in Michigan are those schools which contorm to 
certain minimum requireaents formulated by the Michigan Board ot Registra-
tion ot Nurse8 and Trained Attendants. 
The Michigan Board ot Registration at Nuras and Ifrained A:tt8Ddants 
is an institution created to protect the communityasainst impo8ters and 
inadequates, and is responsible tor the inspection and the accrediting of 
the schools. Participation in the state examination, and the sublequent 
holding of a certificate ot registration, with permission to practice the 
nursing profession, is reserved tor the graduates ot accredited schools; 
consequently our problaa resolves itselt into an investigation of the re-
lationship which exists between the students who are prepared by the 
accredited schools and state-board tailures. 
--
L1m1tations ot the Problem 
The schools ot nursing in the state ot Michigan were chos. as the 
writerts tield ot inTestigatioD becauee ot her particular interest in those 
schools. 
In. the beginning ot this stud,. a surTeT was made ot hospital, _ed-
1cal, and nursing periodioals, research studies, and the published works 
ot promInent medical educators, hospital administrators, and nursing 
leaders, tor tacts and opinions bearing upon an,. phase ot nursing educa-
tion relatiTe to the problem under consideration. It was tound that there 
is considerable eTidence ot a general assumption on the part ot manT 
leaders ot general, :medical, and nursing education, that the present pre-
paration ot the nurse is not adequate to meet the needs ota modern com-
mun.1tT (37:92). 
'rhe wr1 ter agrees with the point made b,. lD8D.T educa tors that 
tae stat e boards haTe little means to test 
the degree ot skill acquired bT those com-
ing up tor examination. The,. oan test the 
amount ot theoretical knowledge which the 
person has ret~ned atter being exPosed to 
lectures, etc. TheT cannot test to a high 
degree the amount ot knowledge gained bT 
observation and studT when the student is 
not too bUST doing routine work. (2:660) 
'fhe inadequacT ot the tOl"DBl exaination as a means ot measuring 
personali tT has been recognized since the daTs ot norenoe Nightingale. 
It is generallT agreed that examinations tail to measure man,. qualities 
which are necessary tor the successful nurse and charaoteristic ot that 
innate apt! tude required in the n .. e it she would render etticient 
sernee to the cODlDlunit,.. Po18e, tact, altruism. deTation to a cause. 
are too intangible to be enluated by aD eDJllination. but the,. are not 
less essential to 'the stlCcesstul nurse than are culture. natiTe capac1t,. 
to solve problems, to make judgments. and to as~e responsibi11t,.j and 
these qualities also lie beyond the range ot determination by a tormal 
examination. In spite ot the acknowledged inadequacy ot the tormal eDa-
1nat10n, it still remains, by virtue ot the complete absence ot something 
better, the only possible sateguard tor the public and tor the protession. 
Through it'a detinite. it somewhat unreliable, evaluation ot the etti-
c1enc,. ot the theoretical preparation at the nurse and ot the results ot 
her curricular experience is obtained. 
The Method ot In_ nip ti:ag 'the Probl_ 
'ftle method ot investigation tor the stud,. was tairl,. 81mple. J.. 
list ot all the accredited schools ot nursing in the state, together nth 
intormalion as to the naaber ot studaats in each, the bed capaoit,. at the 
hoap! tal served. and the relation ot the individual oourses ot stud,. to 
the sta:adard Curriculum was obtained. The tiles ot the State Board ot 
Ezaminers ot N'Urses and Trained Attendants at Lansing were then consulted. 
'!he number ot students emm1ned and the n\1Dlber ot tailures trom each 
school, with information concerning lbe h1gh-school preparation and the 
seriousness ot the tailure was accura tel,. determined trom the tiles. 
W1th this intormation at hand 1t becaae possible to ascertain the relat10n 
between the numbers ot tailures trom a school and its adherence to the 
Standard Curricul1lJll. 
mSTORY OF THE STANDARD CURRICULUM AND OF STATE BOARD REGISTRATION 
first Steps in the Formation of the Nursing Curri culum. 
Nursing education is the term used to designate that specific form 
of eduoation intended to prepare the student far a profession which has as 
its purpose the prevention of illness and the service of the sick of a 
community. The school curriculum, which is the basis for this education, 
is the Ill3ans whereby the nurse is prepared to meet the needs of the com-
munity which she serves. The MidLigan Board of Registration of Nurses 
and Trained Attendants constitutes an instrument designed to test her 
ability far this service. Both the state examining board and the Standard 
Curriculum have been bInught about by the slow but progressive trend of 
nursing education. 
Nursing education had its origin in the oral instruction and bed-
side teaching which comprised the meager training given housewives and 
good neighbors by doctors and kindly members of the cooununity. The early 
doctors did most of the nursing of the critically ill. Any resemblance 
to good nursing, aside from that of the family doctor, was done by the 
housewives of the neighborhood who were induced to go out nursing, or by 
the volunteer nigh watchers (70:119). ~uch of the bedside watching was 
excellent nursing. These unscientific neighbor-nurses were highly skilled 
in the art of comfcrting" (28:l47). liThe greatest pains were taken in 
eyerY :tam11y to preael"'t'e and hand do_ eTerr sorap ot mowledge ot the 
healing art. .&ad so the soanty bUs of intormation gleaned troll. the 
doctors were treasured and passed on as wise sayings "tor the tuture times 
of needw ('10:113). Viss Linda lU.cJurda, .Americats first graduate nurse, 
tells us that these household nurses w .. e trained, unsystematically, by 
tradition and experienoe, but they had, neTer the less, a practical and 
efficient training through the instruction of the older women and the 
family doctor, which together with a desire to alleviate sutfering made 
most ot them excellent nursea. '!hese women, like the e.ergenoy nUl"ses ot 
todq, were always SD.bJect to call. They receiTed no compensation, save 
that of an approTiDg consoience and the honor ot bearing the ti tle of a 
born nurse (58:4). wAlmost ille onJ.T good hospital nursing was done by 
the religious orders. Their lII8mbers had at least a fair educat ion, _d 
were earnest in purpoae and were caretully instructedW (28:144). 
:rol'erunaers ot t he Early 'training School 
The earliest attempt to establish training tor women in America 
was that of the Ursuline S1&ters ot Qllebec, who about 1640 taught the 
aange womell to care tor their mck (28:176). 
In 1'189, Doctor Seaman foreshadowed the modern curriculllB when 
he gave a COUl"ae ot lectures in anato." phYSiology, care ot children, 
and midwifery to a group ot about tw.ty-tour pupila. In 1800 a spopsia 
ot theae lectures was published. Doctor Seaman may Justly be resarded aa 
the pioneer of nursina education iD. the United State. (64:163). 
ltIfbe theoretical instruction ot nurse. dates, like the re.t ot 
their training, traa the tlme ot Yloreace Nightingale. Betore her time 
IUch instruotion, even had it been Ilecesaary, woulcl haTe been ditticult 
to impart because nurses were tor the .at part recmi ted tram a class 
that was still illiterate- (64:163). 
nrs~ Steps in the Formation or the Nursing Curricula 
With the acceptance ot the scientitic principles ot Lister, 
Pasteur, and Koch, and with the expenbaentaUon ot Ignaz Semmelweis and 
Oliver Wendell Holmes regarding puerpera! sepsis, the need tor a more 
intellectual type ot nurse and tor a cletinite curricular content became 
very apparent. 'fhis group was nearly contemporaneous with Yloreace 
Nightingale sad they -did more than all their predecessors to put medi-
cine, surgery, and nursing on a sclent1tic basis-. (28:478). 
Beoognition ot the needless autterings ot the IIOld1ers ot the 
Civ1l war gave an i_sse impetus to nursing as well as to other organi-
zations 8lI.ong womell (21:151). Many doctors, both men and .,men, stroT8 
'by writings and. 'bedside instruotioll to improTe the care giv .. to the 
helpless and to the seriously ill (32:101). 
nrs~ Training School tor Nurses in ~he tftllted States 
The credit tor organizing the tirst permanellt training school tor 
nurses in the united States must be gi'Yen to Doctor SUsan Dimock, who was 
an important tigure in the deTelopDl8llt ot nursing education. Doctor 
Dimook, a:rter taldng a oourse in medicine in Amer1ca, spot tour years ot 
intensive study in Germany. Durin, this period She visited Kaiserwerth 
-s... 
,...... 
aad found her desire to retorm the nursing methods 01' America st~ulated 
by the visit. Her inspiration was .. bodied in the training school which 
she established at the New BD8laJl4 Hospital tor Women and Children, in 
Boston, Massachusetts (58:9). The hospital charter granted to this in-
stitution in 1863 includes a specific oharter tor a training school tor 
nurses (28:179). In this hospital Tisiting physicians gaTe a course 01' 
twel ... e lectures, and the bedside or practical instruction was given bY' 
Doctor Dimock and 'her associate, Doctor Marie zakrzewaska. In this in-
struction no textbooks were used and ne examinations were given. Great 
care was taken that the pupil nurse should not know the names 01' the 
medicines given, and tor this purpose allot the bottles were numbered, 
not labeled (58:12). At the campletion 01' the time a1loted tor training, 
the nurses were quietlY' given a diploma. To Doctor Dimock's friend and 
associate, Doctor Zakrzewaska, great credit must be given tor managing 
to attract to the 1'ield 01' nursing, women 01' a more 1ntellec'Ral t:ype 
than those previousl,. emplo,..d, as also tor doing JIIllch toward the iaprove-
Blot 01' general standards (64:137). 
'!'he sisterhoods ot the Roman Catholic and Protestant Churches were 
likewise important tactor. in the earlY' development 01' nursing education. 
!heY' established many 01' the early hospitals and did superior nurSing, but 
the,. were slow in modernizing their _raining schools because the very'ex-
ce1lence 01' their work tended to cons8rT&tism (28:223). 
Result ot ~he New Impetus GiTen by the CiTil War 
In 18'13 three or the iJaporiaDt training schools ot the country 
were established as the direct result ot the initiatiTe ot womem who had 
been actiTe 11'1 pat~iotio work during the CiT11 War, and who atterwards, 
In the Woillen's Educational Union, sought ways to athance women and to pre-
pare them tor selt-support (21:15:5). 
In this year Belle'Ylle Ho~ital ot New Yerk, was established by the 
Hospital Committee ot state Charities Aid Association under Louise Schuyler, 
assisted by Doctor Gill Wylie, bat instruction in nursing was not begaa 
until 18'1', when Sister Helem, a member ot All Saints Episcopalian Sister-
hood, who had hael training in the Uni Tlrsi ty Oollege Hoapi tal, London, 
Englalld, 1I8.S appointed its tirst super1nt81ldemt (21 :153). 'ro her is do 
oredit tor eradicating political poliCies, remoTing .unlcipal domination, 
and promoting the general success ot the hospital. This was the tir8t 
training 8chool in .he united States whioh was detinitely plaoed on Mi8s 
Nightingale's uncompromising doctrine that 
all oontrol OTer the nursing staff as to selection, 
discipline, rotation in hospital wards, and standards 
of teaching, ot ethios and morals, should be placed 
in ~he hands ot a Matron or Superintendent, who must 
herselt be a trained nurse, and responsible to the 
hospi tal and medioal authorities tor the tai thtu! car .. 
ry1~ out ot medical orders and institutional regula-
tions. (21:154) 
!he superintendent, who was responsible t'or the general charaoter 
ot the school, was chosen bY' the school committee. IUss Richards became 
night superintendent, and it as she who introduced the practice ot 
.ritten instructions for the guidance of the studentts ward experience and 
ot written reports of the theory put in practice and of symptoms observed. 
Miss Richards may, therefore, be said to have introduced the case· study 
method. "I kept notes of one case to be wri tten up for Sister Helen," she 
writes; each nurse was required to write up a case (58:20). 
The Connecticut Training School whicl1 Drotor Francis Bacon organ-
ized in October of that same year had a distinctly liberal prestige, since 
it allowed both men and women to serve on its training-school committee. 
The doctors gave a course of lectures; textbooks were used; and the pro-
spectus announced that Miss Nightingale's "Duties of Nurses" would form the 
basis of instruction. America is indebted to this pioneer training school 
tor the first textbook on nursing (70:131). Far the use of its pupils the 
Committee published a textbook called the New Haven Manual ~Nursing, 
which was the first one of its kind in this country (21:156). 
The Boston Training School at the Massachusetts General Hospital 
was established in Novanber of the seme year by Miss Cabot, a member of 
the Woments Educational Union and a sister to Doctor Samuel Cabot of Boston. 
Miss Cabot consulted Mrs. Samuel Parlanan, a personal friend of Miss Night-
ingale, from whom she sought advic e. Doctor Wylie, Doctor Susan Dimock, 
and Mrs. Parkman, acting as Miss Cabotts advisers, concluded that nursing 
could be made to attract a good class of women, who could become self-
supporting. Miss Nightingale's plan was adopted. The training school 
was made an entirely separate institution from the hospital, thereby 
placing the management of the nurses in the hams of the trustees, but 
the school was not a success until Miss Richards took charge. After a 
rear of vicissitudes she brought the 'school to a state of excellence and 
stab!lit,.. (21:15'1). 
The surgeons and phT8iciua of the time gaTe their consent to "'he 
introduction of student nUr's,es .i th the 4istinc'\ understanding that the 
student should haTe some preTioUB "raining in the moTing and caring for 
persons in bed ('10:32). Consequentl,.., there can be no doubt that these 
schools were recognized eTen then as insU tutions of learning, and an 
article published in "'he !!.!. ~ -.5t,;;;a;.;;.te . .Tourul. of Nov_ber 18'13 publicl,.. 
recognizes these three schools as contributing to education (28:182). 
Difficulties OTercome b,.. ~he Pioneers 
'lbe heroic pioneers at our early .&meric8l1 schools fought against 
coarseness. vulgarlt,.., nesleot, and indifference, and ~he,.. were obliged 
to face immorallt,.. and ir.respoDsibillt7, political corruption, and everT 
form of opposition and hostilit,... 'lbe7 tried to replace the illiterate 
types of womanhood who were then nursing, with intelligent and capable 
persons. Yet the,.. had the mat meager of cur.ricul_ and equipment. 
'lhese pioneers, who brought, nursing reform through what we ma,.. call its 
first phase, .. re a strong, deter.mined, and intrepid set of workers full 
of enerST and the uncaapromistng spirit of reformers- (2l:160). 
Developments Prior to 1900 
Cfhe development of the traiJlUg-school idea was slow frOlll 1873 to 
1883. There were in 1883 onlT twent7-two schools, yet these reported s1x 
·l1undred gradua",es (28::&'9'1). 'fh1s period marks two developaen",s: the 
,., .. ing of a training school for psTOhiatric nursing at the McLean Hoapi-
Or . 
tal, waverlT, Massachu8e~tSt and the publioation of nursing textbooks by 
_T ot the first gradua~e nurses, naaelT, Clara Weeks, Linda Richards, 
Diana KiDlber, Lavinia Dook, Charlot~e A.1kens, Isabel McIsaac, and others. 
some of these books are on the list ot books recoDlllEBlded by the Standard 
curriCulum. 
A little later the grow1D8 recognition ot the tact tbat adequate 
nursing is essential for the ettect1ve application ot many scientitic 
developmats in aedieal SCience, as well as for preventive Masures, to-
gether with an increased demand for service on the part ot health organ-
izations and hospitals, created a definite need tor more nurses. As a 
result, nursing schools inoreased and nursing problems grew more acute. 
Injus~ice has been 1ntlio~ed .pon studant 
nurses in some ot the anall pri'V8.~e hos- . 
pi tala, where ~he proti~ troa \heir almost 
gratuitous serTioe has enriched the pro-
prietors who have contributed practicallT 
nothing to the education ot ~heir nurses. 
HardlT less reprehensible has been the prao-
tioe ot o~er small hospitals, whi~, no~ 
con~ent with an a~8~ tree service troa 
their student nurses, bave Bent tit_ ou~ 
to pri'V8.~e .ervice and pocke~ed the wages 
so earned. 'rhat these earnings have bean 
deTO~ed to the apport ot the hospital is 
no excuae to the DIlnagers ot such ins~i­
tutions tor thi s dlaregar<! ot their educa-
tional 1"esponsibi·l1 t1es. Where education 
is paid tor bT aerY1oe, it would seam 
plain enough that 'lhe earnings trom such 
service should be applied only in turnish-
ing instruction. (70:139) 
I.d1I.inistratlve problema became more perplexinS and educational 
possibil1ties becaae aOre eoaplieated. -Atter twenty years ot this 
-1l1te11siTe incl1 'f1dual exper1ence the need ot a union was widel1' and keeal1' 
telt - (21:161). Nurs1ng mrkers were in need ot group contacts and ot 
educational standards. Heads ot schools telt the .need ot the kind ot help 
that came through cont'erring with other heads ot schools. 
'!he lIUrs1ng section ot the Congress ot Hospital and Dispensaries, 
held at the World's h.1r in Chicago 1Jl 1893, was the tirst general ueting 
ot the nurses ot the United states, and ottered an opportuni t,. to suppl,. 
these telt needs. Doctor lohn S. Bill1n&s, ot Chi.ago, was in charge ot 
arrangements tor the meetina, and IIrs. Isabelle H_pton Robb, ot lohns 
Bopkias Hospital, Baltimore, was chairman. Papers were read upon perti-
oat subjects, amona them be1D.g one contributed by I41ss Night1ngale on 
.Sick Nursing and Heal"' Nl.Ir's1ag.- Other Ut,l .. were: -'!be Necessit,. ot 
u .Amar'ican Nuraes' .lsaoc:ta:t1on-; -J.1lJ111l8.e AssociatioJls, 'J.'h.eir Beed and 
Im.Portance-; and -ll'4ucational. Stadards- (20:162). The success ot th1s 
. 
Congress promp~d 'C.be org8l1izat1oa ot a soc:18t,. whio wu desUned to 
_intai. and to advance our standards ot training through. 1 ts ed.ucatioul. 
interests. -rhis societ,., the .American Societ,. ot SUperintendents ot 
!raining Schools, was organised in 189'_ Its first and _in object, as 
atated by 1 ts Pres1dent, Kiss :s. P. DaTis, ftS the hrthering ot the best 
interests ot the nurs1ng protession 'by establishing and _inaining a uni ... 
Tarsal standard ot tra1ning. Reterrtag to the 221 schools then in exist-
enee 1n Canada and the united states, she TOiced the opinion that we could 
haTe no unitorm curriculUDl or uni'ftral standards ot training _til the 
,_Uti cat ions, examinat1ons, and percen:tage ot excellence were tae same. 
(2'1:684). 
-In 1895 )Irs. Isabelle HaptOll Robb exposed several eTils which 
existed under the ... ot eduoatioll, and asked that legislative protec-
tive measure. be established. LaTinia L. Dock, realizing the need ot a 
aational association working tbroUlh state sooieties to secure state laws, 
prepared a paper on -... National AsSOCiation tor Nurses and Its Legal Organ. 
ization.- ... OOlIIB1ttee ot riTe was appointed by the chair, and the7. with 
.even others selected b7 them, rormed the nucleu. ot a conTention to pre-
pare a conatUution and. by-laws (19:1). '!'his committee selected an equal 
... ber ot delegates from the olde.t alumnae associations. Fro. these, 
delegates were elected to attend the meetlng at IBnhattan Beach on Sept .. -
ber 2, 1896, aDd the Nurses' Associated Alumnae ot the United States aDd 
Canada was tounded. Mrs. laabelle Hap'on Robb, its tirst president, sug-
gested that the organization should lBve its own otticial macazine; and as 
a result the ADtrican journal of. Nursina was rounded 1n 1900 (21:1'10). It 
has since been known as the otrle:l.al org8ll or ihe Association. 
Present Stat .. or the !Wo Organizations 
In 1912 the Nurses Assocla:t.ecl Alumnae ot the Unlted states and 
Canada becaae the American Nurs •• ' Assoclatioll, which included only grad-
uate nurses or the United states. 
ft.e purposes or the usociation have been to 
establish BIld minta1D a code ot ethics; to 
elevate the studard or nursing education; to 
prolDOte the usetulnes8 and honor ot nurses; 
to distribute reliet among such nur .. s as may 
becaae ill, disabled or destitute; to dissam-
inate intolWltion on the subject of ntlrsing 
by publications in otticial periodicals or 
otherwise; to bring 1nto oommunication with 
each other 'Varioua nurse. and associations 
and federat ions of nurses throughout the 
united States. (18:21) 
'1'he American Nurses' baocist ion is DIOdel tollowed by all other 
organizations primarily interested in nursing education. Examples ot such 
organizations may here be lIBntioned. The specitic interest ot the National 
x.eague of N~s1n8 Educat ion is the educat ion ot the stalc t ntrse. 'l'he 
lfational Organization ot Public Health Nurses bas as its specific am to 
educate the whole COlIIIlUD.it;r in health __ tters as a means ot pr8Tenting 
disease (2'7:253). In 1930 the J.lDar'ican Nurses' .Asaociat ion wa. the larg-
est organization ot protessional wsen in the world, and boasts a member-
ship of one hundred thousand (28:22'1). 
In 1911 the name ot the American SoCiety ot Superintendents ot 
!'rainil1g Schools ot the United Stat es and Canada was chanaed to the 
National League or Bur sing lDilucatiol1, a name which better indicates the 
scope ot its influence.. It funetiol1s as the educational section ot the 
American Nurses' bsociation (44.:611). In 1922 its 1I.sbers n\Dllbered '100, 
whioh membership increased to 2,000 b7 1928. This intluential group ot 
intellectual WCDen has gained the control of the nation's nursing .tand-
&rds (27:687). 
~ more conscientious and high-mind ed-group 
ot .,aen could not be tound nor one more 
tree from selt-seeking. Their thought was 
ever how best to fultill the three-fold 
obligation to the hospital, to their 
pupils, and the public. There was no 
attempt to grasp .. power tor its own 
sake, but on17 to protect standards ot 
work and ethics; no _al18st desire to re-
tain control over graduate nurses, but only 
to eql11p and prepare the for selt-goTern-
mente 
'!he so called "Standard Curriculum" is the 
result of the combined wi sdan of our nurs-
ing leaders. Since it is advisory, not 
man da.tory, it has become an ideal to be 
striven for. (27:687) 
Registration Laws: Their Aims and Effects 
state organization was ~he next important step in the development 
of nursing education, and it was stimulated in nearly every state by the 
idea of registration (27:688). Parallel wi th t he growth of interest in 
the matter of state organization was the increasing conviction that, al-
though th~ various alumnae associations had en.abled the nurse to improve 
her own aC~l, she needed broader outlook and the benefit of the exper-
ience of others. A central organization for the various alumnae seemed 
the logical answer to the needs, and through the united efforts of the 
individual school alumnae, state associations were formed in 1900. These 
groups made every effort to elevate nursing standards, and state legis-
lative measures and registration laws were enacted through their efforts. 
In 1899 the New York Federation of Women's Clubs passed a resolution asking 
for the formation of a board of examiners chosen by a state society of 
nurses, and the inclusion of nursing among the professional educations 
which are subject to the State Board of Regent's supervision. 
North Carolina bec~ the leader in the forward movement ~or better 
training for nurses when in 1902 she passed the first laws for the 
registration of nurses. New Jersey and Virginia passed registration 
laws the following year. By 1915 all but si x states had legislative 
protection, but it was not until 1920 that registration was actually 
r-
'.-ulsory-. .As the laws now stand, they proTide tor registration through 
• ,tate-board eDlllination ot each applicu:t. 
It is the a~ ot the exaaination to determine 
nether or not the applicant has the required 
&ducat iOll and proper training, has she an ad-
equate knowledge ot the principles on which 
nurSing is based, has she intelligeJlce and 
abill t,. to utilize this knowledge in the 
ove ot the sick and pre"leJltion ot di sease? 
(43:'T63) 
lVell yet, however, there is no unitorm1t,., each atate sets its 01111 
,tandarda, and some ot these standards ditter widely. 
The public, whoa registrat iOll laws aimed to protect, are nill 
subject in many states to the bogus prodact, since anyone who cho08es 
to call herself a nurse --7 practice lDllIlolested and charge what: she 
pleases tor her service- (28:48'1). 
State reg1stratioll a1Ju to Cll.assity nurses tor their own protec-
Uon, and to p:roteot the public from interior members ot the protession. 
Some, howner, are opposed to registration beoa.e they believe that 
nursing etticieno,. is the product ot personality rather than ot trailling, 
aud that examinations are not tair staud8l'1ls tor judging a nurse's work 
(28:483). But until _ caR be supplied with a better means ot staadard-
izing or Dl8asuring, we must, ot necessit,., continue to do what we can b,. 
legal measure (28:487). 
Registration laws tor the individual haTe necessitated registra-
tion ot schools. OnlY' graduates ~ acored.i ted schools maY' take the 
state-board eDDl1nation and bec(IJle regiatered in any state. 
Accredited schools are those schools that contora to date and 
.. tional standards a. to .econd81"T ed1lO8.tion, l_gth and con<\imt ot the 
.1IJ"Sing course, quali"" ad quantit,. ot nur.ing s&:rTice, and preparation 
.t instruotors (28:486). BecoJDlD.8ldation tOr accrediting is made by state 
boardS ot emminers t who aim to promo'h a good minimum standard in all 
,ehools which desire that their crede:atials shall be ot Talue (28:486). 
The National League ot Nur.ing F4ucatlon, as the torerunner ot the 
lational Nurses .lssociatlon and the state associations, wa. "a group ot 
tar-seeing pioneer women whose ideals and aspirations bave endured" and 
who have furthered the spirit ot our early nursing leaders (27:686). 
lfhrOugh the untiring ettoris 01' the League, slandards 01' nursing educa-
tion and n~sing service bave been raisecl. 'Trom a most meager beginning, 
when very 11ttle in the way 01' basic Sciences or theory ot any kind was 
taught, the school curriculum. haa been enriched and broadened (27:687). 
Some schools have attained college rank, others have baCeDe integral 
parts ot universities. 
In 1907 "Dr. Richard OIding Beard, 01' the Minnesota Medical 
College Faculty, who had always been deeply sympathetic with nurses' 
ettorts to improve their training •••• et torth reasons why nursing 
should becane an integral part 01' ~he university scheme ot eduoation," 
and .. the School ot Nursing in Il1nneaok was organized and placed under 
the dean ot the college 01' medicine and surgery, but with its own head t lt 
(27:688). '!'he superintendent 01' avs_ "was appOinted a member ot the 
faculty 01' the Medical School • • • jJ,1 nurSing students were required 
to meet the matriculation standard.... !hey were granted "all university 
privilege." (21:23'1). This act gaTe a new impetus to nursing education 
;: .. d nursing educators sought fUrth .. · educational opportun1 ties ud sc181l-
titie teaChing methods. The Massachusetts General Hospital introduced a 
practical tra1ni:ng 1n admin1strative work 1n 1908. The qual1t7 01' teach-
ing has been improTed by a better-prepared faculty-_ A more extensive and 
yaried clinical experience has been made possible by the inclusion 01' the 
preventive and social aspects 01' nursing_ Educat 10nal requirements have 
been raised. Yet this is nat univeraal.; anT good schools and manT poor 
schools still graduate -'udents iD44equately prepared for the work they 
are expected and requ1red to do in the practice 01' their profession. 
The National League of Nursing Education, through its meet1ngs, 
l1terature, personal contact with edueational leaders, and inspections, 
has developed in our schools of nursing scientific methods similar to 
those applied in other educational f1elds_ Scientific studies have been 
stimulated and e4ucational contact with colleges 8Jld oiTersities has 
been made possible. 
Adelaide Nutting founded the tirst. -Chair 01' Nursing and Health-
at Teachers College, Columbia Uninrsi ty, in 1909 (28:23l). Here nursing 
educators were produced who saw the needs of nursing education, and theT 
yere eager for the more int ellectual cultural type of applicant. 
The suttering and deatk due to con'Mgious diseases and other 
causes, together with the great need of a better undarst8Jlding 01' psychi-
atrJ' and surgical procedure, which _s demonstrated by condi tiona during 
the Sp8Jlish-Amtr1C8Jl Wail and the World War, emphasized the need tor ad-
'981lced scientific knowledge in our nurses, as yell as the tact that the 
possession 01' a stable personality i. necessary- to real success in the 
.-rsj,ng profeasion (28:286). Delrlauds made upon nursea ~hrough growth ot 
kIlo"ledge in bacteriology, chemistry, phyaiologJ', and other SCiences, and 
the teaching made necessary through the advance of medicine have neceasi-
t&ted the reviaion ot the nursing curriculum (12:'165). In 1918 the Amer-
iCO Nurses Association, attempting to detine what a nurse should be 
.ught an d to establi sh uniform! ty, published a standard curricul'QDl with 
4etails of desirable but not ot mandatory procedure (28:283). 
In 191'1 the Rockefeller Foundation, because of world-wide interest 
in public health, appointed a Committee on Nursing in the General Medical 
Board ot the Counctl ot National Detense, and Adelaide Nutting was chosen 
ohairman (28:286). Its purpose was to inves~iga~e the Whole subjec~ ot 
nurses' training. Miss Josephine Goldmark, well known for her achieve-
.ents in aocial research, was appoin~ed secretary of the comDdttee (19:3). 
The Coumittee's report, whioh was given to the .American Nurses AsSOCiation 
and to the National League of Nursing Edmation in 1922, marked an epoch 
in nursing history (28:28'1). )lany constructive criticisms were made a 
basis tor action in t·he tollowing decade (48:28'1). There was much anxiety 
concerning nurses' training, much pe~ty controversy, and connut criti-
cisms trom its own workers and the general public, yet ~he greatest dit-
ticulty seemed to be the scarcity ot applicants tor training (48:263) • 
.A.s a direct result ot the Rocketeller surYe7 and report thee CDe a de-
mand for more and better instructors, supervisors, teachers, aIld heat 
nurses: and here as elsewhere, when ~he d_ant exceeds the supply, quality 
is sacriticed tor qU8Jl~ity. Inatructo:ra, supervisors, teachers and head. 
nurses were hastily provided. They W8re :frequently ot an interior type 
~ 
... d poorly prepared (60:56). NaUonal medical and nursing leaders sought 
to ~prove the situation. 
The CODIIIi ttee on the Grading ot Nursing Schools was tounded in 
19%5. 'lhough it is an outgrowth ot the National League of Nursing FAuca-
tion, it includes maong its members'representatives ot the Jmerican Hospi-
tal Association, the American College ot Surgeons, the American Medical 
Association, and other protessional organizations. Dr. W. Darrach is 
ohairman ot the CoDDi ttee and May Ayers Burgess, an educator and statis-
$lcian, is director ot the Conm1 ttee (28:289). It "plazmed to study the 
whole nursing situation and it possible to get at the root ot its ~satis­
tactory conditions- (28:289). It began its grading in 1929. Its section-
al reports have stimulated self_alysis of, and proposed remedies tor, 
each school wi tll the hope 'ot destroying selt-centereuess in proDlDting 
the weltare ot all. Yet the modern situation is -more difficult than it 
was in the early clays, tor it is simpler to see and OY'ercome the obT1,ous 
than to lDOve torward atter a certain degroee ot excellence and satistac-
tion is attained- (12:'66). 
The tive-year program adopted by the Committee in 1926 was 
accapted by the profession with great optimism. -I believe that the 
standards which are to come traa the Grading Committee will be the tirst 
step toward placing nursing on an educational bas is- (24: 638) • The 
study has scrutinized not onlJ' the curricular content, including tile edu-
oational nlue ot its nursing SErvice, but also the eDviro1llllental rela-
tions ud social contacts of the schools of nursing. The accrediting 
agencies have tunhered better linq oondit ions and a more oomplete and 
.... 
.' ,atistactory training, od -"here are tew h08pitals which exploit their 
aurses and more which tumiBh good living conditions and give a complete 
and satistacto!'7 training- (28:486). '!he tive-year etforts of the Cam-
~Uee have produced tangible results in improv1llg educational depart-
.ellts and have stimulated selt-study on the part ot the schools, hospi~s, 
and other allied insti tlltions. 
Its mo8t signiticant contribution is the Standard Curriculum of 
19%7. yet the standards of 1927 caJm.ot be the standards of 1940. 
-Following graling there must be regrading and setting up of progressive 
standards· (12:767). 
The tact that our Catholic nursing leaders have always be811 tore-
most in promoting the welfare of the sick and needy, and in providing the 
most efficient nursing care, is daaonstrated by the poliCies of the 
Catholic Hospital Association. The Reverend Alpholl8US Mary Schwitalla, 
S.J., speaking far the AsSOCiation, proposed a study of the schools con-
nected with the hospitals ot that AsSOCiation, a study that would in. no 
way overlap the study of the Grading Commi ttee. He would rather us. the 
tindings of the Grading Commi ttee as basic 'to a further study ot nursing 
education in our Catholic institutions .wi, th special reference to the 1deal 
of an administrative separation of our schools of nursing trom the hospi-
ta! to which those schools are at taohed. The AsSOCiation express.d it. 
satisfaction as to the purpose and &1 .. of the Gr4ding Col'llDi ttee, -and 
its hopes concern1ng the great benatit to the prot'essioa of nursing which 
is expected to result trom the work ot this ccmmitte.- (62:1321). 
'!'he work ot the Grading COlIIDlittee has been tollowed with much 
:l.l1terest, 7et apparentl.y with .ae miagi Tings. 
It the grading CODllli ttee closes its books without 
attempting to deliaeate tor the guidance ot 
training schools its ilea ot aoceptable eduea-
tional standards, it will be ot a great disappoint-
ant to man7 ad wi 11 ill a meIlsure serve to vi t-
iate the practical good that one naturally expects 
to toll.ow such an expenai ve and t 1me consuming 
survey. :Facts are tine and columns ot tigures in-
trigD but an accumulation or such data by the l~­
ing down ot some torm ot nursing school standards, 
whether idealistic or but minimum in their scope, 
would serve to protect the g eat BrJq ot nursing 
pro bat ioners knocking at the hoapi tal door tor ad-
mission, by discouraging the bad and upholding the 
hands at the good school. The proressional and l~ 
public contident17 awaits the publication at the 
conclusions and the recClllllendations of this splen-
did commdttee. (31:92) 
Tbe Catholic Hospital .Association, in J'une, 1931, proposed that 
the AsSOCiation should establish its own nursing-school standards and its 
own accrediting agencies. -The association as a whole must commit itselt 
wnole-heartedly to their trial so that an eftective, carefully controll.ed 
and wi sel.y detined s7stem in nursing edueat ion ma7 be the resul. t ot our 
ettortslt (63:24). This Association has stimu1ated its .. bers to greater 
achieyement 11'1 every phase ot nursing education and the promotion ot more 
etficient nurSing service. It has co-operated with the Grading CoDDdttee 
and contributed to its findings. 
The Grading Commdttee agreed to make a second grading and was 
ltatteDlpting to tormulate what may be thought ot as minimum standards, 
; 
Which every school ot nursing must aet it it is to call itael.1' a schoollt 
(30:19). It expected to publish a tinal. report b7 the end ot 1933 and 
Itbelieve that it will. have met, so tar as within its power. the chiet 
i:,a. of the nursing and allied profession- (30:20). 
BY February, 1932, the Committee had l~nohed its second grading. 
'At tlUlt time schools of nursing were extraordi:aarily uneven in their de-
.-l0p.ent; the variations among schools were found to be almost intinite • 
• earlY every school was superior in same points and very inefficient in 
others. There are, tor example, well-known schools in which some ot the 
instructors have not even tinished high school. Some ot our tamous 
,chools tar exceed the approved number ot working hours tor nur-ses per 
clay and per week, while in contrast to thea, schools with much less enTi-
able reputations sometimes treat their students more humanely_ Then, too, 
there are schools apparently so poor, that students should never be al-
lowed to studT in thea (6:150). 'rbese conditions .. de oomparieon and 
grading tapossible. 
The CODIDi ttee intends to tollow the example of the .Amerioan 
College ot Surgeons. When that Association made the initial surTey of 
its hospitals, -the conditions disclosed were uneyen and discouraging to 
8uch a degree that the reports ware never made public. They were in faot, 
burned in the turnace ot the hotel where the American College ot Surgeons 
was holding its meeting to consider the tindings. Were a White List to 
be prepared by the Grading Commi Uee at the present tae, it seems safe 
to prediot that such a list would also be burned before publication; tor 
the entry ot schools upon it, and the omission of schools tram it, would 
be manitestly untair (&:150). 
-In its days of youthful confidence-, the Committee agreed to 
tonnulate and publish nm1ntaum standards- tor -a really good school-
-to.ard which all conscientious 8chools Ddght be 8triving. Betore its 
tifth year -the Committee d088 not want to standardize nursing schools.-
It has no desire to discourage the -not-aeeeptable school. neither i8 it 
desirOUS 01' Blcouraging the -not educatioD8.l1y acceptable- school. It is 
intent on sttmulating -better practices in nursing education- (':86'). 
By March, 1932, the Committee, although those who created it and 
IUPported it eJl[pected that its 8tudie8 would result in some kind 01' a 
Olassi:ticat ion, had 'tOted to issue no clas8iticatlon; neither an apP1"Oved 
11st nor even a -black list-. It had decided not to do the thing tor 
. 1drlch it was pr1aarl1y oreated. And it wi8hed its trusting public to 
understand why. Clas8iticat1on, it beUeves, would result in -gross in-
justice to JII8lly schools- and -damage the cause or nurSing education-: i.e., 
retard its development. It is convinced that, though classitication would 
,liminate man..,. exi8tina evila, interest in the needtul changes among a 
progressive publio by -the enllghtenmeat sad persuas10n- 01' those reepon-
.1ble tor nursing edueat ion will be m,.h more benet1Cial (13:311). 
The Catholic Hoepital Association is 01' like opinion: 
kA..,. tODl 01' listing 01' sehoo18, it grading 
or classitication tor educational qualU..,. 
i8 there in implied, antecedent to an op-
portunity ginn to all schools to be in-
cluded in the list, is not advantageous to 
the promotion of nursing edueation (63:25). 
, \ the AssoeiatiOJl would tormula'e tor lts own schools -provisional eriteria 
at edueat ional exeellence- as an aid to all aspiring to higher attainment 
(&3:25). 
The Aarioan Haspital Association has not been unmind:ful 01' the 
-eftorts ot the Grading COlIIDl1 ttee. It has given its moral, tinancial, and 
adviSOry support. Its Committee on Nursing has made a caretul study ot 
its tindings. Its recent decision places the responsibility ot general 
nursing education, including nursing s~ice, "squarely betore" the Hos-
pital .AsSOCiation, "the greatest producers and users of nurses" (23:51). 
T'.b.e primary purpose for the exiatence ot the Jmerican Hospital 
j.Ssoc iation. is to establish and maintain high standards of ho~i tal ser-
Tiee, to promote etticient care ot 1he sick, and to assist in the control 
ot disease. The ASSOCiation, *ile not minimizing the work ot the Grading 
Committee, haTing partiCipated in the study made by the Commdttee, ex-
pressed through its president the disappointment felt by its :mmbers that 
no "definite standards of measurement" were to result from the tiTe-year 
nrTey (23:5l). Nevertheless, 
a large and important work has been done 
by the CoDIII1 ttee. • • What I haTe said 
ahould not be interpreted as a cri tic1sm 
of the grading committee. The results of 
its work have already helped hospitals 
allover the countr,- to raise standards 
of nursing. (23:52) 
In acoeptance or the 00mm1 ttee' B inn tat ion and in response to 
tuty, a nursing counoil ot the American Hospital Association was advo-
oated whioh should oonfer with other educational agencies to "formulate 
suoh plans and stimulate such sentiment within our constituency that the 
t~ining ot the nurse may be established upon a sound educational basis" 
'(":1067). The Association proposes a miniDllJlll standard as "a guide to 
the weak" which will in no way deter the oapable visionary who would 
, torge ahead (23: 51) • 
-----------------------------------------------------. 
Another group of the medical profession shows detinite willing-
•• ss to ceme to the aid ot nursing. J.a early as NOT_ber, 1932, the Com-
iii Uee on Bursing of the Association or American Medical. Colleges stated 
that, on account or the relation or nursing education to DBdical practice, 
.ecllcal educators should take an acUTe interest in the education ot the 
Durse , and that nursing mould cont.rol its educational _chiner)" with the 
adnce and aid of other educators (56 :464) • 
The Association of American Medical Colleges would place the 
ainimUDl educational nandards for teachers in the schools or nursing on III 
par with the preparation dElDllllded of publio-school teachers. The .&sso-
eiatlon recommends: 
That sine e nursing is fundamentally a protession 
auxiliary to medioine in it s aims and procedures, 
nursing education, despite the progress which bas 
alre~d7 been _de, would do well to accept the 
directiTe guidance ot DBdieal education concern-
ing man)" ot 1he teatures or nursing education; 
and that, therefore, the influence of t.be school 
of medicine should imreasingly pervade the de-
velopment of the school of nursing. (56 :464) 
It was suggested that a colllllittee be appointed by the Associa-
tion which should offer such guidance as would seem advisable, not only 
in safeguarding the medical aspect at nursing and nursing education, but 
alao "such actiTit.ies in the field of nursing education as may from time 
to time be found necessary for the safeglBrding o'f the interests of 
SChools of mediCine in the progressiTe deTelopDBnt of schools o'f nursing-
(56: 467) • The Association, with a word of warning, discourages the ap-
Proval or curricula not acceptable ~D the graduate school and not suitable 
tor further work toward advanced degree. (56:465). 
-When, at the close of the ,ear 1933, the Grading Committee 
:'._ina'ted ita five-year program, it left UII the curriculUlll of 192'1 as 
, tlle reprint ot 1932. Upon publication at 1h1a reprint, the organizations 
_at closely interested and the Slbstantial supporters of th. grading com-
II1ttee tound that, in spite of five ,eers ot very simer. labor on the part 
of the committee and of the expenditure at nearly 12,000,000, no vital 
,hange had bean. made in the standard Curriculum ad no classification ot 
.ohools had resulted. The critici_s against the nursing profession in 
1933 were vary similar in content and source to the eriticisma ot 1920, 
with the exception at the shifting at the emphasis trom under-production 
to over-produc'tion (48:263). 
CHAPrlm III 
Previous Studies of Faotors Affecting the Efficiency 
of Schools of Nursing 
The education committee of the National League of Nursing Educa-
tion, the Catholic Hospital Association, the American Medical Association, 
and the American Hospital Association have sponsored stUdies touching 
upon remote situations in nursing service as well as upon the more imme-
diate and specific. Very intensi va and extensive studies have been made 
of nursing cost, of time requirement, of supply and demand, of distribu-
tion,and of teaching and rat ing methods. These studies bave suggested 
many factors as causative of .the inadequacy of nursing education, and 
from the informt ion gained by them, many reaediaJ. measures have been 
formulated and many helpful suggestions offered. 
Among the investigations most relevant to this study might be 
mentioned those of Miss Blanche P. Pfefferkorn, Director of Studies of 
the National League of Nursing Education. She investigated the relations 
which exist between the bedside-nursing hours provided, and the bedside 
hours required, in order to give good nurSing care to the patient. In 
the report of this investigation, published in -the American Journal 2!.. 
!lfr!1n5, January 1932, she stat es that the emphasis should be placed upon 
the allotment of a sufficient time for a good quality of nurSing, and 
that consideration should be gi ven to the amount of time required to per-
form certain technical procedures, under the most usual circumstances. 
=30-
-
;.ts time allotment is commonly called the aver-age tiae requiremellt 
. (50:81 ). 
For this purpose, ditterent dudent-patient ratios were studied, 
teohniques were criticized, type 01' supervision were analyzed, and working 
,onditions in the wards were scrutinized. Each experiment showed that the 
tiJD,e required to perform 'lhe desipd.ed technical procedures T8.ried wi th 
the ability and dexterity ot the indiTidual student (50:80). NeTertheless, 
lliaa ptefferkorn believes that it is possible to estimate the t1me-per-
patient ratio, with its T8.r71ng tactors. 
Another in"terest1ng study conducted. by Mis. Pfetterkorn and re-
Tiewed in "the .American Journal 01' Nursing, December, 1933, investigated 
the 8JIIOunt 01' nursing time alloted in hospitals connected wi th medical 
colleges to the pertormance 01' nursing procedures ot detinite educative 
value. She tound that the stUdent spent time in the routine and pure17 
•• chanical activities 01' replacinl equipment, gowning patients, chaperon-
ing physical examinations and history-taking, and accompanying the re-
visiting patient to the medical teaching and medical treatment clinics 
long atter the excur.~on had ceased to be ot educational value to herselt. 
Miss FtetterkorD. concludes that, whereas a school 01' nursing de-
rives much benetit trom being usociated with these medical schools trom 
the standpoint 01' the n\1D1ber and variety 01' cases admitted, the wastetul. 
methods ot inatruetion, it ind.eeel tlBy proTide any instruction at all, 
should be e11.ainated and a.n adequate graduate statt be provided to supply 
the necessary hospital service (51:1188). 
Miss Helen Hansen made a study, as reviewed in the .American Journal 
. --"'s""- 1farch. 1934 .. ot the current methods of rat ina ward practices 
",of It'- .L<UO,., -0 
. 
'ta the 53 accredited schools ot calitornia and in 26 accredited schools 
ot other states. Her purpose was to stimulate each school through selt-
analysis to more efticient clinical procedure and more accurate student 
rating by the use of an objective scale. which would eliminate to some 
degree the personal element ot the ~bjectiTe estima~e, which by its very 
aature tends to influence the grade giTen • 
. Miss Hansen states that, where 'the subjective-type rating seale 
was used. one student's grade, when rated by various supervisors, ranaed 
trom 50 to 80. She belieTes that the ob ject1ve seale, when cllacked 1m.-
partially and without the intluence of former ratings and opinions con-
cerning the student rated, should be of "falue in determining the progress 
ot the student and in helping the student by personal conterences. The 
result ot these tests may be made aftilable to the student who is inter-
ested in selt-improvement. She aCknowledged that her seale was somewhat 
impractical in its subdiTisioDS and in need of further reT1aioB betore 
U could be ot detiilite ftlue (32:982). 
tiss Bickman. hoping to improTe the student clinical rating. 
_de a study ot the current _thOds used to e"f8.l.uate clinioal. etticiency. 
She found that the subjectiTe type at rating predominated, in spite ot its 
inherent weaknesses. Ratings which are otten made up in tel"DlS so vague 
a8 to be almost meaningless and which may be intluenced by prejudice on 
the part ot the examiner or by her emotional reaction to same outstanding 
trai t of pera:>nali t1' in the e:mm1Jlee, are frequently used to determine the 
grading ot the student; and such ratinas, quite naturally. result in a 
-~de range of grades for an individual student, and do serious injustice 
'0 both the student and the school. 
Miss Eickman devised an objective rating scale, and conducted ex-
periman t s int ended to test the r elia bili ty of her method. Employmen t of 
,he subjective test had shown a wide range of from 70 to 95 in the rating 
ot one student, whereas Miss Eickman' s experiment showed a rating by 
three different judges of 44, 48, and 50. 'fhe lowra ting was later Justi-
fied by the withdrawal of the student in question, because she herself had 
110 interest in nursing and her instruc tor found her lacking in a bili ty to 
gi ve good nursing serTi ce (22:271) Mis8 Eickmm further states that the 
influence of the human element can affect the validity of the objective 
type of rating scale. ~An indifferent head nurse may nullify the objectiv-
ity of any scale" (22:271). 
Dr. Marion Leonard, after a study of the clinical instruction in 
professional services, suggests the need of better educational facili ties 
to at !;ract a more intelligent "type of womanhood and of adequate and care-
tully selected educational material elaborated from the vast fields of 
the medical and social sciences and of psychology and public health, 
rather than a hard-end-fast theory compressed into textbooks (40 :593). 
Miss Newton studied the records of 202 students of the Pasadena 
lIospi tal School of rim-sing to detennine the factors which may have in-
fluenced the 117 students' success in nursing theory, the probably fac-
tors because of which 85 students wi thdrew, ani the relation between the 
SUccessful student's nm-sing theory grades and state board failures. 
Miss Newton believes, according to the account g1 ven in the 
-jleriCan lournal ot NUrsing. October, 1933, that, since a stUdent nurse's 
inability to master her nursing theory in a satistactorymanner necessi-
~tes droppiag her trom the school, it would be wiser to guard against 
admitting students with records ot poor scholarship, who frequently enter 
the school ot nursing in the beliet that nursing education requires little 
.ental activity. Facts ga'thered by Kis. Newton show that there is a dis-
tinct correlation between the nursing-theory grades and the high-school 
grad •• , consider.d in the light ot the rat io ot recolllllended and academic 
to total units earn.d, which lOuld seem to indicate the advi.ability ot 
a more careful eValuation ot the prospective student's high-school course 
as a means ot prevenUng tailures. Iter survey shows that poor scholarship 
is trequently related to tailure. 
Miss N .... ton also tound the correlat ion between nursing-theory 
grades and sute-board tailures to be such that, in all kindness to a 
student weak in this subject, she should be dropped early in the course 
rather than be allowed to meet denial or registration and be barred trom 
practicing her protession in any state (45:990). 
lIiss Gray made a study ot the catalogues ot 60 well-known schools 
ot good repute. She ottered the tollowing suggestions, which are ot par-
ticular interest in the present stUdy because they deal with '"feaching 
.lnatomy and Physiology Eftectively (~:1075). Better resalts, she says, 
would tollow it this course were not taught in the same s8ll1ester with two 
or three other sciences, it it were not crowded into the tirst tour to 
.i~~ntha ot the tirst year, but apread OTer several terms 01' the tirst, 
'.eond, and third years, it it were closely correlated with nursing 
-,J"&ctice as a means ot mot! va'Ung the young at uden t; it a larger number 
of hours were deTOted to this subJect; it definite laboratory experiences 
with sutficient equipment, or better st1ll, the autopsy method ot teaching, 
were employed; it well-prepared instructors were provided; and it the sub-
ject matter were constantly used during the interval between the end ot 
the course and the sta te-board examination (29: 1079 ) • )fi s s Gray ampha-
lized the necessity ot correlating anat~ and physiology with the nursing 
care of the patient in every department ot the hospital and during the 
Itudentts entire period in the sChool (29:l08l}. OUr surprise at the num-
ber ot state-board failures is not Justitied when we tail to utilize the 
wealth of opportunities tor application of the anatomy and physiology 
classroom instruction during the studentts clinical practice as long as 
Ihe remains in the school (29:1083). 
Sister Helen Jarrell. made a stud:y of the state-board failures ot 
the Catholic schools of the United states and Canada for the years 1928-
1929 and 1929-1930, which disclosed the fact that, contrary to the pre-
Tailing opinion, materia medica does not rank tirst as a cause ot tailure, 
but that anatomy and physiolog:y when given in combination take tirst rank 
among the tive subjects which c.aused tailures. 
Other findings in her studT worthy ot note were the lower per-
centages of tailures in materia medica ot the atfiliated schools as com-
pared with the non-attiliated schools, and the greater perclentage ot 
tailures in the schools wh1~h limited instruction to the treshman year 
and in the proll'. where essay-type e:zam1nations were given (38:l7l). 
Sister Helen Jarrell. tound, oontrary to expectation and to the 
-_asSUJl1ption usually made- (39:378), that the National League o~ Nursing 
Jducation program was not adequate preparat.ion ~or state-board success, 
and that the pro~essional preparation o~ the teachers and the classi~ica­
t10n o~ the students according to mantal capacity and characteristic work 
JUab1ts had no significant connection With ~requency of failure.. Sister 
Belen Jarrell is convinced that there is an increasing tendency to use 
laboratory experimentation in the teaching of materia medica and that 
this method adds much to the scientific value in the education of our 
students; that the :freshman-junior combination would lessen the frequency 
ot state-board ~ailur.s; and that the acadEmic preparation of the student 
haa an important bearing upon her alccess in materia medica. 
Sister Athanasia's comparative study o~ the curricula of the ac-
endi ted schools of Missouri shows a wide Tariety both o~ sub jects in-
oluded in the cur:ricula and of t 1me allo"l.ed to the S81IIe subjects in the 
4i~erent schools. This ahe considers one o~ the outstandingweatnesses 
in the present system ot nursing education in that state. In this she 
\ 
Beams jusUtied, since the minimwa legal standard is considered the least 
a school may maintain and still do acceptable work, yet 88.4~ ot the 
schools studied ~a1l.ed to meet t he minimum legal requirement (5:1417). 
This stat~t prompted the present studT. The writer became de-
lirous o~ discovering the relation of M1chigan's curricula to the Standard 
'Curriculum and their inluence on state-board ~ailures. 
The findings and recommendations ot the ColllDi ttee ot Nursing Edu-
, ea.t1on ot the National League ot Nursing Educat ion are familiar to all who 
are interested in nurSing educat ion and any reiteration would seem 
, 
r 
~ ~.upertluoU8. In enluat1ng nursing education these investigations have 
r 
\ taken into consideration practicallr all factors at the field, while the 
triter has confined this studT to the curriculum-----the specific course 
of st.udT of each accredited school and t he influential factors which maT 
promote or retard its successful operation. 
.,' 
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CHAPTEB IV 
THE PRESENT STUDY 
Sources of the Data 
In the beginning at this studJ' a survey was made of hospital, 
medical, and nursing periodicals; research studies; and the published 
works of prominent medical educators, hospital administrators, and nurs-
ing leaders for facts and opinions bearing on any phase of nursing edu-
cation relative to the period under consideration. 
Data obtained from the Michigan Board of Registration of Nurses 
and Trained Attendants consist ot the state-board failures of the students 
of the 46 accredited schools of Michigan, including the grades indicating 
seriousness of their tailures. With each student's failure is included 
the student's acadanic pre.pu-ation-- high-school years completed, content 
of courses, and average grade; the school of nursing admission require-
ments as to age and aoademic preparation; a list of the accredited school~ 
including the number of students; curricular hours in subjects taught; 
daily average of patients available for clinical experience; textbooks 
used; faculty preparatioD; identity ot classroom instructor and ward 
supervisor; duplication of equipment for classroom demonstration and ward 
application of theorJ' and praotice; year and semester of instruction in 
each subject; and the exandnation questions to which the examinees were 
subject. 
In tabulating the data collected, the writer designated the 
,lfhools o-t nursing 'by letters ot the alpha'bet ranging trom Capital A to 
capital Z, inclusiTe, and trom small a to small t, inclusiTe. This Br-
. J'IllSement was agreed upon between the wr1 ter and those who -turnished the 
,ata as a means ot concealing the identity ot the schools. 
During the session 1931-1g32, 44 o-t the 46 schools were repre-
.ented in "the stat e examinations. Rine hundred and thirty-two students 
participated in the examinations; ot these 29 or 3.1% -tailed. Each stu-
clent was subject to 10 examinG ions so that the total number ot examina-
tions was 9,320. ot the 9,320 e:mm1nakions 65 or .'f1, were failed. Alla-
tom;r was tailed 'by 28 or ~ of the students, materia medica by 18 or 1.9%, 
and surgery 'by 10 or 1.1%, dietetics 'by 601" .6%, and communicable dis-
eases by 2 or .~. One stUdent -tailed in a combination ot subjects: 
ItJthics and History o-t NUrsing", Psychology and Mental Hygiene", "Modern 
Social and Health MOvements", and "Pro-tessional Problems". 
It must, at this point, be noted that during this session the 65 
tailures in 9,320 examinations are so -tew that the sampling can not be 
considered adequate tor conclusive results. The success o-t all the exam-
inees in ~edical Diseases", "Bacteriology and Hygiene", "PediatriCS", 
"Obstetrics·, playa large part in lowering the percentage o-t the subject 
tailures. 
The relation ot the tailures to the e:mm1nat ions during the ses-
aion ot 193a-1933 proTides a better oriterion. During this session the 
lame 46 schools were represented in the state examinations. They con-
tribut.ed 887 examinees, and 92 or 10.'~ tailed. Each student 'ftS subject 
exsainations. ot the 8.8'10 eDminations, 164 or 1.8% resulted in 
,.11ure• The number ot exaninees ot the second year was less by "5 or 
" IIfIIIl .. hile the number tailed ... ere increased by 63 or 21'1.~. ~,.~, 
.~: 
.Anatomy caused '13 or 8.~ student ral1ures, materia medica 55 or 
.J. surgery 29 or 3.3~, and dietetics 6 or .'1%. There was an increase 
'.';;]1" 
.' 
,of student tailures tram 3.1~ during the 1931-1932 sessio~ to 10.4% dur-
.iDi the 1932-1933 session, causing a 21'1.2~ student failure increase 
turing the second session. The total number ot subject failures ahon a 
,.tinite increase in relation to ~o~ eX8Ddnations. ot the 9,320 exam-
. tDatlons ot the session 1931-1932, only 55 or .~ were tailed, while ot 
ihe 8,870 examinations ot the session 1932-1933, l64 or l.8% ... ere tailed. 
!he increase ot subject tailures was l52.~. 1'h1.s relationship is shown 
,'r iJl Table I, page 40, and 'fable II, page "l. It is illustrated in Figure 1, 
. page 42. 
TABLE I 
STUDENT lJ.'D SUBJECT F .. liLURES IN 46 SCHOOLS OF NURSING 
Increase During 
1931-1932 1932-1935 1932-1933 
Number Per Cent Number Per Cent Number Per Cent 
Examinees 932 887 
Student 
Failures 29 5.1 92 10.4 63 217.2 
Total Subject 
Examinations 9520 8870 
Subject 
Failures 65 .7 164 1.8 99 152.3 
TABLE II 
STUDENT FAILURES ACCOHDING TO SUBJECTS FAILED IN 46 SCHOOLS OF NU'RSING 
1931-1932 1932-1933 Differenoe 
Humber ot Examinees 932 887 -45 
Humber of Student Failures 29 92 +63 
Subjeot Failures 
Per Cent 3.1 10.4 + 7.3 
Number of Student Failures 28 73 '1-45 
Anatomy 
Per Cent 3.0 8.2 'I- 5.2 
Number ot Student Failures 18 55 +37 
Materia Medica 
Per Cent 1.9 6.2 'I- 4.3 
Number of Student Failures 10 29 +19 
Surgery 
Per Cent 1.1 3.3 t 2.2 
Number of Student Failures 6 6 0.0 
Dietetics 
Per Cent .6 .7 i- 0.1 
Number of Student Failures 2 0 - 2 
Communioable 
Disease Per Cent .7 0.0 - 0.7 
Figure 1 
STUDENT AND SUBJECT F AlLURES OF 46 SCHOOLS OF NURSING 
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In anti o1pat ion of further findings, it becomes neoess!!1l7 to call 
.~tention to a significant fact, not learned until the study was fairly 
.o-.Plete. Struok by the rather marked d1fferences between the results as 
: tabulated for the two Bessions under COnsideration, the writer found it 
aecessary to make a ~ther attempt to understand the causes which had 
)rought about such a variation. It was learned. that the attitude of the 
.X8D1iners had undergone a considerable cb.tmge, and that the marking of 
the papers in 1932~1933 was much more acourate than in 1931-1932. Had 
the lenient marking of the 1931-1932 papers been known to the writer 
early in 'the investigat ion, the minor significance of t he at udy would haTe 
neeessi tated the abandonment of the problem as unworthy of research. The 
:more accurate marking of the 1932-1933 papers resulted in a higher number 
of failures and a sufficient percentage ot tailure to be quite sign1fi-
cant to the problem under considerat ion. The method used in grading these 
.tudents is not kn01lD. to the writ ere It seems fair to belieTe that the 
89 failures ot 1931-1932 represent the worst failures. The number ot 
students who actually tailed cannot be determined. 
We will now undertake a study of those tactors which -T have had 
an influence on the result.s as given above. The t1rB'l to be considered 
18 the curriculum. 
The CUrriculum 
The curriculum is a fundamental factor in nursing education (4:25). 
It is one of the most vital tactors intluencing nursing education (26:343). 
!he currieullDll and its influential factors are basic principles in 
'.e'term1ning the approftl of.' the individual school. And s1nce the currl-
;' .alUJll an d 1 ts Inf.'luen tial f.'actors are so ~portant to "'he success of.' 
these schools, anT deviation 1n t.'undamental courses must of necessity 
-tend to hinder the attainment at the apecif.'1c objectives- (4:25). 
'!he Committee on Nursing Educ:ation 01.' the Catholic Hospital Asso-
oiation states that -the League for Nursing Education has found it neces-
tarT to lay down a standard curriculum. and 1 t is a matter of.' great sa'tis-
taction that this curriculum i8 being progressively adopted- (57:5l9). 
!he satisf'actioll expressed by this conmi ttee seems to justify the general 
assumption to which Sister Helen Jarrell reterred that tne Standard Our-
riculum is adequate in preparing the student nurse tor registration and 
tor subsequent service to the community, although her own tindings did 
not sustain the assumptioll, in aa much aa they did not indica~e that the 
Standard Curriculmn is an adequate preparation tor success in eDminatio.8 
ot the states She investigated (39:378). 
The M1 chigan Board ot Registration or NurBes and Trained Att8l1-
tants accepts the recommendat ions of "the Standard Curriculmn in the basic 
subjects with the exceptioll of.' -Nursing Psychology-, the national curr1cu-
11111 being 30 hours and the state curriou.lum but15, and -Protessional Re-
lations", which the state curriculum included with "History of.' Nursing" 
ad "Ethics-, recommending 30 hours while the national reoommendation 
suggests 30 hours and 50 for "Psychology." 
Classroom Hours in 46 Schools and Failures 
The amount of time g1 Ten to theoretical instruction 1n each 
~--------------------------~--------------------~ 
/' 
f 
.' :bjact and the time gh:en to all the subjects of the school will of 
".cassity influence the power of assimilation and the ability of the 
"udent to apply the classroom instructions to her clinical experience. 
It yj,ll consequently, promote the general efficiency of 121e students. 
A study of the curricular content of the different schools of 
)I1ehiga.n would seem to imply that the needs of the nurses Tart' in the 
41fterent schools, eTen in the same area. The curricular hours in each 
.ubject show a wide disparity. The curricular content varies from school 
~. to school, and the total curricular hours of individual schools show a 
;1 
range from 570 hours in one school to 1,335 in another. 
The first factor which was considered in striving to arrive at a 
r~sonable judgment as to the poem ble causes of' the state-board failures, 
was the total curricular hours and their relation to subject f'allures. 
The Standard Curriculum, which -has been agreed upon as a reason-
able working basis for the higher grade of American Nursing Schools,· re-
oommends that the total. minimum 121eoretical hours be not less than 885 
(1'1:14) • 
The forty-six schools were Classified according to (ll those not 
meeting the Standard Recommendation of 885 hours, referred to in this 
thesis as -Less than Standard,· and (2) those meeting or exceeding the 
Standard CurriCulum, referred to a8 ·Standard or More.· The tabulations 
ahow that during the session of 1931-1932, 21 of 44 schools participating 
in the state examinations gave less than 885 theoretical hours, i.e., 
less than the minimum standard recommended. These ~l schools contributed 
311 of the examinees, of whom 13 or 4.l~ failed, causing 31 or 1% subject 
t.~------------------------------------------------------------~ ______ ~ 
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failure.. Ot tlut '" schools, 23 alloted 885 or more theoretical hours. l-.'. schools sent 621 e:xam1nees, 16 or 2.6~ ot whom failed, and caused 
f" or .5% failures. 
~ During the session ot 19832-1933, 46 schools partioipated in the 
I~pations. DIe studOllta ot 2a ot,-th ••• school. were prepared bT losa 
rt)l8ll standard hours and contributed 203 eXaminees; 42 or 13.9% tailed, 
. oausing 68 or 22.4~ subject tailures,.1Ihile 50 or 8.6% ot the 584 exam1-
Dees trom the 24 schools which alloted 885 or more theoretical hours 
:. tailed, causing 96 or l.~ subject tailures. This relationship is shown 
in Table III, page .'. and Figure 2, page 48. 
In each instance the schools that prepared their students by the 
]lOre extena1 Te curricular hours were the more successtul. And in both 
instances the student failures and sub jact tailures show consi derable 
increase during the second session. It the currioular hours are deter-
Jdnants of the successes and tailures, the question arises, what is the 
relation ot the influential tactors ot the curriculum to the student and 
.ubject tailures? 
TABLE III 
FAILUHES .AND TOT1J. CLASSROOM HOURS IN 46 SCH'JOLS OF NURSING 
1931-1932 
Student Failures Subject Failures 
Hours Number of Number of Total Subject 
Schools Examinees Number Per Cent Examinations Nlmiber Per Cent 
Less Than 
Standard 21 311 13 4.2 3110 31 1.0 
Standard or 
More 23 621 16 2.6 6210 34 0.5' 
1932-1933 
Less Than 
Standard 22 303 42 13.9 3030 68 2.2 
Standard or 
More 24 584 50 8.6 5840 96 1.6 
Figure 2 
F AlLURES AND TOTAL CLASSROOM HOURS IN 46 SCHOOLS OF NURSING 
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-Jd,ueational Influence of Clinical Experience Available to Students 
The primary aim of' clasm'oom instruction is to give to the stu-
.ent a fund of moldedge that will enable her to understand and inter-
pret her clinical experiences. Clinical experiences properly applied to 
olassroom instruction f'ix theoretical principles. Viaual aids, which are 
01' the utmost importance in the learnmg proces s, are m08~ effect! ve in 
the natural setting. This i8 possible only where an adequate number 01' 
r patients and a reasonable variety 01' diseases are available. 
The size and character of the hosp i tal -- the school laboratory --
will of necessity influence the type of clinical e:xperience available for 
educational purposes. That clinical material may te adequate, the sclmool 
must be associated with a general hospital having not less than 100 beds 
(16:21). The hospital which cares tor a tairly large number of patients 
and a variety of the more C)mm.on forms of' mdical md surgical diseases 
contributes the most desirable teaching tield. 
During 1928 and 1929, of Michjgan' s accredited schools of nursing 
affiliated wtth hospital, 59 .~8 connected with general hospitals, i.e., 
they were not restricted to one type of disease; three varied from the 
general type in combining hospi tal and sani tariUlll; two cared for the 
psychiatric patients only, and one for children only. 
The bed capacity of these hospitals ranges from 30 to 2,738 beds. 
In a study of this kind it is impossible to determine the ever-varying 
types ot disease and the character of service available in each specific 
~---------------------------------------------------------------. 
; 
f { _ce. MoreoTer, the bed capacity, once considered a basis in eT&l.u-
tins clinical material available tor eduoational purposes, has lost its ,. 
,',igBii"icanc'e, siDoe during the period ot this study, empty beds haTe in-
.ressed in number (42:32g). The daily number ot empty beds, as given in 
0, the records ot the, state inspector, show. a range ot trom 30 in the small 
hospi tal to '775 in the large Inst i tutiona. The total bed oapaci ty ot the 
hospitals turnishing the student clinical material 1s 14,528, while the 
daily average is 9,665, which shows the daily average ot 4,863 vacant beds. 
!he daily patient average was obtained. The tigures are more reliable as 
an index ot clinical material e:railable to the student and they are better 
.uited to this study than "the tigures tor the bed capacity would be. The 
daily patient average has been determined and the student-to-patient ratio 
has been giTen consideration. Here it must be borne in mind that the 
actual number ot the student body can not be considered as available tor 
bedside nursing. In each ins~ce tbe ro~ation ot services lessens the 
bedside nursing statt tor laboratory experience in some, it not all, ot 
the following services: the operating room, dietetic, pathological, and 
X-ray departments, etc. The night nursing service likewise lessens the 
bedside personnel. 
student-Patient Batio and Failures 
In an eftort to determine the relation of the student-to-patient 
ratio to state-board tailures, the total student body ot each ot the 46 
lehools and daily average ot patients were grouped in a relation ot one 
bedside nurse to every two patients, one bedside nurse to every three 
-51-.,---------------------------~~---------------------------------. 
patients, and one bedside nurse to more than nine patients. 
The result of this tabulation ahows that tor the year 1931-1932, 
, in which 44 of the 46 schools sent students to the state-board examina-
. tions , there existed a ratio of one bedside nurse to every two patients 
in 34 ot the 44 schools. These 34 schools contributed 526 ot the exaDl-
. inees , ot which 25 or 4.8% tailed, causing 57 or 1.1% subject tailures. 
live schools had a ratio ot one bedside nurse to every three patients. 
!hese 5 schools contributed 262 examinees, ot wham 4 or 1.5~ tailed, 
oausing 8 or .3% of the subject failures. The r81ll\ining group ot 5 
8chools were more ditticult to classity, the range of student-to-patient 
ratio varying from one bedside nurse to 9 patients and from one bedside 
Durse to 124.1 patients. From this extreme group 144 or l5.4~ ot the 
examinees participated, al'llOng whom there was no failure • 
. 
A 11ke tabulat ion IRIS made of the 46 schools participating in the 
examinations of 1932-1933. In these 46 schools there was a ratio of one 
bedside nurse to every two pe:t.ienta in 36 instances. These 36 achools 
contributed 543 ot the examinees, of whom 65 or l~ failed, cauaing 117 
or 21.5% subject tailures. Fiye of the 46 schools had a ratio of one 
bedside nurse to every three patients. There were 242 exandnees contri-
buted. Nineteen or 7.~ failed, causing 32 or 1.3% subject failures. 
The remaining 5 schools, with a ratio ot one bedside nurse to nine and 
more patients, contributed 102 examinee., of whom 8 or 7.~ failed, caus-
Ing 15 or 1.5% subject failures. This relationship is shown in Table IV. 
PIge 52, and Figure 3. page 53. 
TABLE IV 
FAILUHES AND STUDENT-PATIENT RATIO IN 46 SCHOOLS OF NURSING 
1931-1932 
! 
Number of Number of Student Failures 'rotal SUbjeot SUbjeot Failures 
Ratio Sohools Examinees 
. Number Per Cent Examinations Number Per Cent 
1-2 34 526 25 4.8 5260 57 1.1 
1-3 5 262 4 1.5 2620 8 .3 
1-9 5 144 0 0.0 1440 0 0.0 
1932-1933 
1-2 36 543 65 12.0 5430 117 2.2 
1-3 5 242 19 7.9 2420 32 1.3 
1-9 5 102 8 7.8 1020 15 1.5 
Figure 3 
FAILURES AND STUDENT - PATIENT RATIO IN 46 SCHOOLS OF NURSING 
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It can be seen readily that during the session of 1931-1932 the 
greater proportion of student failures occured in the one-nurse-to-two-
patient-ratio group, while the one-nurse-to-three-patient-ratio group was 
much more successful and the one-nurse-to-nine-and-more-patient-ratio 
groUP sustained no failures. 
No very clear inference can be drawn from this finding. Yet the 
existence of more failures in the "very small hospital" with "definite 
limitations- in clinical material and teaching facilities may present 
material tor further study (16 :20). 
Then, too, the educational significance of the student-to-patient 
ratio during the time under consideration become increasingly more diffi-
cult to estimate. Additional routine technical procedures are accounted 
nursing duties Which in the past were reserved for the medical student or 
a specially trained technician (59:686). 
FUrthermore, scienti~ic experimentation has so added to diagnos-
tic tests, to prophylactic and therapeutic procedure, that the patient 
care has become much more complicated and time-consuming. The increasing 
number and delioate nature of these teChnical procedures demand an expen-
diture of time which varies with each patient's condition and the student's 
ability. "Each patient presents indiyidual needs ••• Eaoh nurse differs 
in speed and precision o~ thinking and acting" (50:8l). 
The patient's stay in the hospital during the time cevered by this 
Itudyadds another element for consideration. The hospital patient is 
Usually a clinical study during his entire stay. The convalescence 
, Period following any type of illness is more apt to be passed in the home 
W---------------l 
tb8I1 formerly. This type ot I8tient, while otten ot less educational 
yalue, was also less time-consuming. Then, too, the very sick patjent 
who once demanded a special nurse now because ot tinancial stress otten 
depends on the general ward se~ce and becomes clinical experience ot 
educational value to student nurses. 
A closer study ot the classirieation of the hospitals most re-
sponsible tor the group ot higher student-patient ratio shows three spe-
cial or mental. hospitals that maintain high daily patient averages and 
small student groups. The patients available tor clinical experiene e to 
the students in these lDBntal hospi tals have not been determined and so 
further data could not be obtained. 
The tact that these hospitals must a~filiate with general hospi-
tals in order that their stUdents may receive sufficient experience in 
the various clinical services does not contribute to a general opinion 
in favor of the mental hospitals as offering valuable experience in gen-
eral nursing service. Therefore these results of the student-patient 
ratio can have no definite bearing on the conclusions or this study_ 
Identi ty of Equipment in 46 Schools 
The tacUi ties ot the classroom are of little significance unless 
there is made definite provision tor the application ot the same theoreti-
cal pr inciples with the ident ieal equIpment during the ward service. 
While the educational value or the classroom must not be minimized, unless 
the classroom experience is allowed expreSSion it will not be retained. 
That the theoretical impression may be allowed effective expression, the 
-the ideal situation of identity of theoretical impression with clinical 
exPression must be established. 'ro use one type of equipment in the 
classroom and another type on the ward tends to minimize the value of tne 
theoretical principle in the studentts mind and to east doubt upon the in-
tegri ty of the iJlS't,ructor md to promote "torgetfulness ot 1he underlying 
principles" of the technical procedure and the medication (3:301). 
As a means of establishing the relat ionship between the correla-
tion of class instruction and ward practice the schools were classified 
according to those providing idem ical equipment for classroom instruction 
and during ward practice. Twenty-six ot tbe 44 schools that partiCipated 
in the examination ot 1931-1932 provide identical equipment. These schools 
contributed 775 examinees, of whom 15 or 1.9% failed, causing 29 or .4% 
subject failures. Of the 18 schools of the non~identical-equipment group, 
there were 157 examinees; 14 or 8.9% failed, caUSing 36 or 2.2% subject 
tailures. These relationships shown in Table V, page 57, and Figure 4, 
page 58. 
These findings would sean to indicate the advisability ot a more 
general correlation of class instruction and ~d practice through iden-
tical equipment. Classroom instruction not closely related to the clini-
cal experience ot the student will not function (17:58). Again, the im-
portance ot the increase of failures in both identical and the non-identi-
cal group dUl"lng the session 1932-1933 loses some ot its significance 
through the consideration ot the tact that the marking of the papers dur-
ing this session was much more rigorous than in 1931-1932. 
TA.'3LE V 
FAILURES .AS RELATED TO IDE~ICAL AND NON-IDENTICAL EQUIPMENT IN CLASSROOMS .AND 
WARDS IN 46 SCHOOLS OF NURSING 
1931-1932 
Student Failures Subject Failures 
Number of Number of Total Subject 
Equipment Schools Examinees Number Per Cent Examinations Number Per Cent 
Identioal 26 775 15 1.9 7750 29 0.4 
Non-Identical 18 1.57 14 8.9 1570 36 2.3 
. 
1932-1933 
. 
Identioal 28 723 65 9.0 7230 116 1.6 
Non-Identical 18 164 27 16.46 1640 48 2.9 
Figure 4 
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-~eaching Faci11ties in 46 Schools 
Adequate teaching facilitie. iuereaae teaching efficiency in the 
illstructor and the power of ass1m1lat ion in the at udent. 'l'he tera -teach-
ing facilities- 18 here used to designate adequateness in aize and number 
of classrooms and in provisions for visual aids, such as skeletons, mani-
kins, slides, eharts, scales, speciRans, micr08copes, crude and prepared 
drugs, and other dEmonstrative material. Of the 46 schools used in this 
study, 31 are credit-ed by the state department wi th having good teaching 
facilities, 11 with having fair, and 4 with having poor facilities. 
From September, 1931 to June, 1932, 29 of the 31 schools credited 
with baving good teaching facilities presented 794 examinees. Of these 
18 or 2.3% failed, cau8ing 37 or .~ subject failures. The 11 schools 
with fair facilities sent 114 emminees, of whom 7 or 6.1% failed, causing 
18 or l.~ subject failures. The rEmaining 4 schoo18 with their poor 
teaching facilities presented 24 examinees, 4 or 16.'~ of whom failed, 
causing 10 or 4.6~ subject failures. 
~ing the second session a similar relationship existed. The 31 
Ichools with good faCilities sent 744 examinees. Of 'these 70 or 9.4~ 
tailed, causing 125 or 1.7~ subjectfei1ures. The 11 schools with fair 
teaching facili ties presented 117 examinees and 17 or 14.~ failed, caus-
ing 31 or 2.~ subject failures. 'fhe remaining 5 schools sent 26 exami-
nees and 5 or 19.~ failed, causing 8 or 3.1% subject :failures. 
In each instance the more favorable teaching conditions appear to 
be directl,. related to more successful state-board accomplishment, and 
-,uch evidence wou1d seem to point to the desirability of improving the 
'teaching facilities in each instance. Jach group, in the second session, 
,OBtained a greater percentage or student failures and subject failures 
~than were sustained by the corresponding group in the first session. This 
, illcrease of failures in the second session. as has been explained, was 
clue to the more accurate evaluation of the content of the eDlD.ination 
papers during the second session. These relationships are shown in 
fable VI, psge 61, and Figure 5, page 62. 
TABLE VI 
FAILURES AND TEACHING FAOILITIES IN 46 SCHOOLS OF NURSING 
1931-1932 
student Failures Subject Failures Number of Number of Total Subject 
Facilities Schools Examinees Number Per Cent Examinations Number Per Cent 
Good 29 794 18 2.3 7940 37 0.5 
Fair 11 114 7 6.1 1140 18 1.6 
Poor 4 24 4 16.7 240 10 4.2 
1932-1933 
Good 31 774 70 9.4 7740 125 1.7 
P"air 11 117 17 14.5 1170 31 2.6 
Poor 4 26 5 19.2 260 8 3.1 
Figure 5 
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Identi ty ot Classroom Instructor an d Clinical Supervisor 
in 46 Schools 0 t NtIr'sing 
Clinical experience and stulent-to-patient ratio can be ot little 
-'il1t7 it those responsible tor the student's nursing service do not make 
the time spent in the ward of educational value, nor can classroom in-
.'truction be eftective it not closely related to the clinical experience 
, or the st,udent (1'1:58). 'l'1me sp ant in following routine practices long 
atter they oease to be of edueational value, to the sacrifice ot the more 
.oientitic procedures, CanJI.Ot promote the etficiency of the nurse. We 
~ 
.. ve as yet no accurate determinant with whioh to evaluate the ward as 
an educational laboratory (9:1046). 
In order that ward service may promote the student's efticiency, 
the clinical supervisor and the head nurse must be good teachers as well 
&. good nurses, and they muat like to t each. It is only through seeing 
. SOod nursing that the stud_t can becC188 a good nurse. Good bedside 
nursing is the cornerstone or the student nurse's education (35:1432). 
1tt1cient correlation or theoretical principles with ward tech-
aique demands an interest in the nurae and her nursing service on the part 
ot those who are direotin& the st'llientts experience. The most important, 
ad probably the most impressive, 1na'tr11ction is that which the student 
nurse receives on duty under the direction ot the floor supervisor (52:357). 
Since classroom instruction and clinical experience should be definitely 
hlated, it is preterable that the supervisors of each clinical department 
f---------------~-----------------. 
.. responsible ror the classroom teaching as ,.11 as the nursing practice 
ill their special service (67:854). Where the ward supervisor is not 
,pecitically prepared tor teaching, the instructor ot nursing procedures 
i' usually in the beat position to maintain this correlation. When the 
,].alsroom teacher and the clinical instructor are identical the best 
results tallow (~:S5'1). 
In an attempt to .estimate the possible influence ot classroom 
teaching and correlated ward supervision end their relation to the tailures 
ot our state ellBminatlons, the schools were classit"ied according to their 
application at classroom instruction and their clinical practices. 
Where this carrelation haa been established by well-tormulated 
" tollow-uP teac!l1ng, the application ot theoretical instruction to clini-t 
! r cal experience was designated by the .'tate inspector as "good;" where 
~ 
\ 
c, the application is onl.y incidental, as "Poor, It as sho1lJl in Table VII, 
;~ 
page 66, and Figure 6, page 67. 
ot the 44 .chools under cons1d,ratlon tor the session ot 1931-
1932, 25 provided correlation ot theory and practice by a full-time 
I tollow-up teacher. '!'hese schools presented 7.n examinees; 19 or 2.6% or 
these :railed, causing 39 or .~ subject tailures. !he 18 schools which 
; 4id not provide adequate correlation contributed 191 examinees; 10 or 
5.2% tailed, causinc 26 or 1.4~ aubject tailures. 
During 1932-1933, 27 schools with a correlatIng innructor con-
iributed 668 at the examinees; 63 or 9.4~ failed, causing 114 or l.~ 
IUbject failures. At the same time 19 ·schools with no tallow-up 
-instructor contributed 218 ot the eDDlinees, 29 or l3.~ ot mom tailed, 
causing 46 or 2.l~ subject Failures. 
Theretore, the suPPosition that a closer, a more specific, and a 
lOre inclusive correlation ot classroom teaching to nursing practice 
would still turther re4uce the number ot tailures seems justitied. In 
this regard, however, we must not overlook the tact that hurried trips 
through wards may in some instances haYe been classified as supervision, 
when in reality "hey were scarcely more than very superticial inspection, 
od that 1 t is not possible to determine how many clinical instructors 
have the righ" conception ot their responsibility to the studen" and 
tuture graduate nurse (40 :1058) • 
Here again we see that the number and percent ot student tailures 
ad subject tailures are greater in the second than in the tirst session. 
!his relationship 1s shoWD. in 'fable lIlt page 66, and ngure 6, page 67. 
TABLE VII 
FAILURES AND APPLICATION OF CLASS INSTRUCTION DURING WARD PRAOTICE IN 46 SCHOOLS OF NURSING 
1931-1932 
Number ot Number ot Student Failures Total Subject Subject Failures 
Application Schools Examinees Number Per Oent Examina.tions Number Per Cent 
Good 26 741 19 2.6 '7410 39 0.5 
. 
Poor 18 191 10 5.2 1910 26 1.4 
1932-1933 
Good 27 668 63 9.4 6680 114 1.7 
Poor 19 218 29 . 13.3 2180 46 2.1 
Figure 6 
FAILURES AND APPLICATION OF CL.~S INSTRUCTION DURING ARD 
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Academic Preparat ion at Students ot 46 Schools 
A caretul e~uation ot the student's high-sohool records should 
)' IDIlde betore admission. 'l'he correlation between nursing-theory grades 
,,.4 ultimate tailure at state exaunnations would suggest the advisability 
'ot the earl,- elimination ot the tailing stud6l1t. '!'he student ot meagre 
academic preparation 1s not likely to be successtul in her nursing-theory 
grades (44:990). This consideartion suggests the advisability ot a care-
tal scrutiny ot the high-school preparation ot the students tailing in 
'heir state-board examinations dnring the two years under consideration. 
During the session 1951-1932, ot the 29 students who tailed in 
'he examinations, 26 were high-school graduates, while 5 had not com-
plated high school. A. comparison or the school grades show that 15 were 
graded as B students, 5 as B-, 9 as C. 2 as C., and 2 as D. lust how 
lheir high-school grades correspond with the student's ability, it 1s not 
possible to deter.m1lle. Neither has the writer any evidence concerning 
the type ot high school tran which the applicant graduated.. '!he type of 
. high school from which the stulent graduated should be considered in 
Rudent selection (55:13). Ot the students who fatled in the second 
.,s8ion, 24 had completed h18h school end 5 had had two ye-ars. Ot this 
number, 16 had had Latin, 10 chanistry. 7 biology, and 10 commercial 
courses. 
The 92 stadents who tailed in 1952-1933 present a more pronounced 
disparity ot credits. Data sulmitted mow 1 university graduate, and 2 
(Jaigh-SChOOl student. graded a. A, 29 aa B, 4: as B-, 42 as a, 4 as a-, 
10 as D, and 1 aa 1>-. ot these, 66 had cODlpleted high school, 14 had had 
3 years ot high school, and 11 hed hal two. ot thi. same number 49 had 
taken Latin, 28 chemiA17, 21 biology, and 11 commerce. 
The curricular content of t he high-school course lIOuld seem signi-
ficant in the light ot further intellectual achievement. Latin, emphasized 
8' helptul in mastering the scienUfic and technical terminology- of the 
Dursine; courses, torms a part ot Zl ot the students' high-.chool courses. 
Chemistry was studied 'by lOot the students and biology by 8. ne C and 
B averages do not disclose ju~ how well theBe stUdents mast.red 'Latin 
cd these science courses, nor why sane students turned to the commercial 
course. It i8 a mon tact that> tal ling high-school students are fre-
quently directed into vocGional courses. 
Since preTioUB ed\Bationa! attaiDDlent, as to grade and subject 
content, seams 1;0 have same bearing on student success, it was considered 
advisable to exaDdne the high-sChool credentials ot 50 of the successful 
and 50 of the tailing eD1Rinee8 who were presented during the two years 
under consideration. In order 1;0 determine the relationship between 
academic achiewEnt and ncee.1 in nursing theory, a turther considera-
tion as to the possible influence ot a more careful student selection 
luggested the study ot the high-school credentials obtained by random' 
sampling ot 25 stUdents trom the successtul schools, and ot an equal 
n\1lllber ot successtu! st:udants from the schools having had tailures during 
these sessions. 
A companIon ot these credG tials shows that, ot the 25 students 
8chools having had no failures, one bad had only 2 years of high 
,.hool , . one 3 years, and 23 had oompleted the high-school course. Three 
of these students hali attained an A. average, 11 B, 19 C and 2 a D average. 
Jineteen at these s'hdents had studied Latin, 17 chemistry, 9 biology, 
,.d 7 had followed the commarcial c ourae. Of the 25 successful students 
ot the schools that bad sustained failures, 3 had completed the second 
rear of high school; 3, the third year of high school; and 19 had the 
:-
, entire high-school oourse. Hone or these students had attained an A aver-
j • 
, 
age, 2 were of a :B average, 14 ware C students and 9 were D students. 
lifteen of these students had studied Latin; eight, chemistry; seven, 
1t1010gy; and 19 had 1'0 1 lowed the c.ommercial course. Totaling the results 
tar the 25 suocess:f'ul audents 01' the /Successful schools and the 25 suc-
oessful students of the unsuccessful schools, of the f1:f'"ty Audents, we 
have 4 students with 2 years or hi€ll school, 4 with 3 years and 42 who 
had completed the high-school course. '!'hree 01' these students were A 
students, 13 were B, 23 were C, and 11 were D students. Thirty-four had 
.tudied Latin, 25 chemistry, 16 biolog7, and 26 commercial subjects. From 
the rtmdOlll sampling 01' the failing studEllts of the two seSSions, four were 
found to bave had' only two years of high 8 chool, 5 three years of high 
8chool, and 38 to have completed their high-SChool courses. !he high-
Ichool graduates among the success1'ul at ments outnumbered those 01' the 
tailing students by four. Among these 1'ailing studEll ts the high-school 
averages are: 1 A. 12 Bfs, 26 Cts, and 11 Dts. Among the subjects 1'01-
lowed by the failing stl.llents were found Latin studied by 25, chemistry 
by 10, biology by 12, and commercial bY' 13. The curricular content 01' 
r 
j 
• a~adem1C preparation ot the tailiDg students drawn haphazardly was 
r8 frequently made up ot sub jects other than those recommended as .elp-
in promotiua theoretical success in nursing theory than was the pre. 
t10n ot the successtul student. (11:35). This relationship is shown 
'in'table VIII, 1>88e '2. 
TABLE VIII 
A COMPARISON OF FIFTY SUCCESSFUL AND FIFTY UNSUCCESSFUL ~'TUDENl'S IN 46 SCHOOLS OF NURSING 
High School Credentials 
Years Grades Courses 
cc_,.---_ 
Schools Students 1 2 3 4 A B C D Lat. Chem. Bio. CODml. 
Successful 25 1 1 23 3 11 19 2 19 17 9 7 
Un.uccessful 25 3 3 19 0 2 4 9 15 8 7 19 
Total Successful. 50 4 4 42 3 13 2Z 11 34 25 16 26 
Failing 50 4 5 38 1 12 26 11 25 10 12 13 
-, 
'thi8 oomparison se.as to juatar,- skepticism regarding the ftlue 
.ot high-school transcripts whioh include vocational subjects. Students 
ot vocational subjects may do as well in general education as those 
)l8ving taken the oollege preparatory courses, but the student with a 
foundation in science and with some training in scientitic thinking has 
• greater chance for sucoess in the tield of nursing eduoation, which i8 
based upon scientifle knowledge and investigation. Nevertheless, if 
these vocationally trained students had accompliShed their high-school 
eourses with better grades, they might not have sustained the failures 
recorded (3l:737). beu a limited knowledge of Latin promotes greater 
ease in mastering and interpreting difficult terminolog,-. '!'he Grading 
Committee's disa.ppro'ftl of the substitution of CODlUel"cial courses for 
the cultural and scientific high-school training should induce each 
.ducational director to consider with what success her former students 
have accomplished their theoretioal courses and what has been the re-
lults of their state examinations (16:35). 
Our schools of nursing have a.dlIi tted "ments whose high ... school 
records show repeated failures. Are we not justified in asking if our 
public-school teaohers, in the beliet that nursing requires little, if 
any, intelligence, do not soutime. give pBlssing grades to students who 
ahould be tailed, and then d1 rect "them into the nursing profes8ion 
(69:682)? 
Student Selection on BaSi8 ot I.~. in 46 Sohools 
Adequate curricular content and a well-prepared faculty avail 
little in student auccess without properly selected student personnel. 
!be most excellent taculty, the most ettective teachIng tacI1I.1ee. and 
an active curriculum cannot produce \he etficient graduate from a student 
of mediocre ability and personality (69:68l). A program of mental and 
aptitude tests when administered and interpreted by experts might el1Dl1-
aate some ot our failures (67:567). 
'!'he need. tor intelligEiltly educated nurses will not diminish. 
therefore the schools of nursing must prepare to produce the graduate 
nurse who will be capable of leveloping new ideas to parallel the ever-
changing scientific disooveria8 80 necessary to the welfare ot humanity. 
bre is an increaSing deaand tor nurses whose intell.1gence, technical 
8k11l, and scientitic knowledge enable them to make adequate adjustments 
to the changing needs o~ their protesaion (49:910). 
Teats designed to measure mantal ability and protessional. apti-
tudes are not sufficient. Jlany students "who seem bright enough. mentally" 
because of t.he unusual. situations of the student nurse's l.1te, appear to 
have an unreasonable 8lDOunt of difficulty (8:1031). Further testing 
might suggest the correction of faulty reading habits, and the conse-
. quent elimination ot textbook and reading-reference difficulties. We 
.eed more numerous and more .pecific aptitude tests carefully prepared 
and standardized. 'fbe tests now available are found to be l.1 ttle used 
in our schools of nursing. Of the ~6 accredited school., only 8, as 
Ihown by data collected, have employed my type of testing in student 
lelection. 
In an effort to ascertain the influence of better student 
-,election on the suocess ot the state examinations, the 46 schools under 
,onsideration were classitied accor~ to those having used intelligence 
or general abili t,. tests as a basis tor admission, and those not having 
theSe tests. Ot the 44 schools represented in the state-board examina-
tions ot 1931-1932, 36 had not employed tests ot either type, while 8 
used one or both types ot tests in student selection. 
During the aession ot 1931-1932, the 36 sChools not using any 
type of testing contributed 663 e~ine.s,and 22 or 3.3% ot these tailed, 
causing 55 or .~ subject tailures. The eight schools using tests in 
.tulent selection sent 269 ot the. total number ot examinees. Seven or 
,.'if, of this group tailed, causing 10 01" .4~ subjeot tailures. 
A like result is shown by the tabulation of the 46 echools that 
participated in the examinations ot 1932-1933. The schools using no testa, 
16 ot the 46 schools, contributed 625 ot the examinees, ot whom 80 or 
12.~ tailed, causing 142 or 2.3% subject tailures. 'rhe eight schools 
aing tests sent 262 or 29.5% ot the examinees, and 12 or 4.6% tailed, 
eausing 22 or .~ subject tailures. 
These tindings seem to indione the need ot intelligenoe and 
seneral-abili ty testing in the selection of applicants, even though Miss 
Densford gives this warning: "Don't put undying taith in the reliability 
of mental or other testing" (20:558). 'festing during the preliminary 
period only is not sut'ficient. Personality and general-aptitude tests 
Ihould be used atter the student enters the particular situations Charac-
~eristic ot nursing service, and t,he scale and method ot testing should 
be so designed as to be adequate w auure the thing being tested. 'l'he 
.,e of scales and methods based on principles of effieiency applicable 
ill a factory but not in dealing wi tb human beings do much harm and do not 
promote the advancement of the nurse. Insistence upon this type of test 
oauses the student to lose the ideal attitude toward the theoretical prin-
ciple involved and toward the indiv:id ual.ity of the patient. Yet such 
tests, properly atministered and interpreted, ma~ be instruments for the 
',arly elimination of the mediocre student who if retained would in all 
probability fail in the state examdnations. The fact that there is a 
larger group of successful students from the schools using the tests as 
a basiS for admission than from those not using such tests, cannot be 
relied upon as a positive evidence of group superiority_ In the first 
place, the number is not large enough to be decisive; and ill the second 
place, the greater success of the students from these schools may be due 
to the fact that the schools which use SCientific methods of careful se-
lection are more likely to place the1r students in an educational atmo-
IPhere conducive to proper study habits and to intellectual achievement. 
These relat ionshlps are mown in Table IX, page 77, and Figure ", page 78. 
TABLE IX 
FAILURES AND ADMISSION ON BASIS OF I.Q. IN 46 SCHOOLS OF NURSING 
1931-1932 
Number of Number of Student Failures Total Subject Subject Failures 
I.Q.. Schools Examinees Number Per Cent Examinations Number Per Cent 
Basis 8 269 7 2.6 2690 10 0.4 
Non-Basis 36 663 22 3.3 6630 55 0.8 
1932-1933 
Basis 8 262 12 4.6 2620 22 0.8 
Non-Basis 38 625 80 12.8 6250 142 2.3 
Figure ? 
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Preparation ot the FUll-Time Instructor in 46 Schools 
The type of facult7 preparation has a definite bearing on the 
ectiveness with which the curriculua operates. The pErsons activat-
and stimulating the curriculum. must not only be interested in the 
education of the student, but must also bave a 
1 love ot Stud7 and the academic and clinical preparation mited. to 
• instructional duties intrusted to them (1'1:33). 
Owing to lack ot data, a classification of the specific type ot 
,reparation of the full-time instructors has not been possible in this 
f.,tudy. But in an attempt to ascertain the possible influence or the in-
'ttruetor's preparation on the mccesses and failures of the students, the 
academiC qualifications ot instructors in terms of length of education 
~ve been obtained and "he schools have been classitied from that stand-
point. 
The Standard Curriculum recommends that evexry school empl07 at 
. least one full-time instructor, or, preterab17, two well-prepared lnstruc-
",ora. One of these instructors should be responsible for the nursing pro-
o.dures and clinical experience of the students, and the other should 
teach the elementary sciences (16:32). Yet thiriy-one of our schools of 
, nursing have but one f\lll-t1me inatructor, three have on17 one part-time 
, instructor, While thirteen have two or more full-time instructors. 
The inatructors ot tbe schools ot nurSing should have the same 
qualifications as the inatructors of other schools of equal educational 
,'C 
f 
-
(56:464). '!he Grading Committee advises that eTarT'graduate nurse 
our nursing school taculty, including superTisors and head nurses, be 
I Gollege graduate (17:50). 
The data collected show 7' full-time instructors responsible for 
tile student educat ion of our 46 accredi ted schools. Of these .,." 23 are 
'fOllege graduates; 35 haTe had some college, some of which consists of 
r . 
i
o
flllllDl8r courses; 16 are high-school graduate.; and 2 haTe had less than 
: Jligh-school preparation. In each instance the full-time instructor i. a 
registered nurse. In no instance is the full-time instructor a doctor. 
In an attempt to ascertain the possible influence ot the prepara-
tion of the instructor on the state-board tailures, the schools were 
~ olu.ified according to : High School, Some College, and Oollege Graduate 
:" preparation. 
Tabulation showed that for the session 1931-1932, lOot the 44 
'Chools intrusted the education or their students to instruotors having 
lad not more than a high-school educat ion. These schools contributed 89 
of the e:xam1nees, 5 or 5. ~ ot whom tailed, causing 15 or l."~ subject 
failures. Twenty-one ot 'hese schools employed instructors with some 
college preparation. These schools contributed 342 of the examinee., 11 
or 3.2% of whom tailed, causing 26 or .~ subject failures. The 13 
schools with college-graduate instructors contributed 501 ot the exami-
nees, and 13 or 2.5% tailed, caua1ng 24 or .4~ subject tailres. 
A like study ot the seas10n 1932-1933 ahows that trom the 11 
schools employing instructors at only higa-school preparation, 95 exami-
nees part1cipa'led in the state examinations and 15 or 15.8~ ot these 
udents failed, causing 22 or 2.~ subject failures. From '&he 22 schools 
loying instructors of some college preparation, 349 examinees partic1. 
ted in the examinations, 57 or. lO.6~ of whom failed, causing 68 or 1.9~ 
.",bject failures. The 13 remainiD8 schools with college-graduate in-
;,tructors sent 4:43 eDminees and 40 or 9S :tailed,. causing 74 or 1.7% 
IGbject failures. 
In each instance in the sessions under consideration, there is 
• loyer percentage of student failures and subjec't failures in relation 
'to better-prepared instructors, and stllient :tailures and subject failures 
are greater in the second session than in the first. '!'his relationship 
18 shown in 'l'able X, page 82, and Figure 8, page 83. '!'his relationship 
•• ems to indicate in both instances the adv1sabili ty of better-prepared 
! instructors as a possible means at elimdnatlng failures. 
TABLE X 
FAIWRES .AND FULL-TIME INSTRUCTOR'S PREPARATION IN 46 SCHOOLS OF NURSING 
1931-1932 
status of Number of Number of Student Failures Total Subject Subject Failures 
Instructor Schools Examinees Number Per Cent Examinations Number Per Cent 
Rigll School 10 69 5 5.6 640 15 1.6 
Some College 21 342 11 3.2 3420 26 0.7 
College 
Graduate 13 501 13 2.5 5010 24 0.4 
1932-1933 
I 
High School 11 95 15 15.7 950 22 2.3 
Some College 22 349 37 10.6 3490 66 1.9 
College 
Graduate 13 443 40 9.0 4430 74 1.6 
Figure 8 
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Curricular Hours in 46 Schools of Nursing 
Since the amount of time giYen to the classroom instruction in 
each subject will of necessity influence the power of assimilation of the 
curricular content, a definite study of the curricular hours of the sub-
jects causing failures would seem worthwhile. 
Failures and Classroom Hours Assigned to Surgery 
The number of curricular hours recommended for the adequate in-
struction of the student in surgery is placed at 90 hours, and this time 
allotment includes snrgery specia~ties and emergencies. In our SChools 
we find that the number of hours actually given ranges from 20 in one 
school to 140 in another school. In this section we will refer to the 
36 schools allotting 90 or less than 90 curricular hours to surgery as 
"standard or Less," and the 8 schools exceeding 90 hours as "Major.-
The vSI:'ia tion of curri rular hours is shon in Figure 9, page 85. 
Thirty-six schools classified as ·Standard or Less· contributed 
714 examinees during the session 01' 1931-1932, of whom 9 or 1.3% failed. 
The 8 schools classified as "Major" contributed 218 examinees, of whom 
1 or .~ failed. During the second session 38 "Standard or Less" schools 
contributed 681 examinees, and of these 23 or 3.4% failed. The 8 "Major" 
schools contributed 206 examinees, of whom 6 or 2.9% failed. 
In each instance the failures are great er in relation to the les-
Ber curricular hours and were greater during 1932-1933 than in the former 
Session. The greater succa.s 01' the schools of the major curricula 
Figure 9 
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>~1IS-Ufies the opinion ot our leading edu=a"tors that the hours dem.nded 
)1 the Oomm1 ttee can be considered the minimum standard, and every school 
'Jhould striTe to advance its classroom hours to the prescribed standard. 
!bis relationship i8 shown. in '!'able n, page 87, and Figure 10, page 88. 
~-------------------------------------------------------------~ 
TABLE XI 
FAILURES .AND CLASSROOM HOURS ASSIGNED TO SURGERY IN 
46 SCHOOLS OF NURSING 
1931-1932 
Number of Number of student Failures 
Curriauia Schools Examinees Number Per Oent 
Standard or 36 714 9 1.3 
Less 
Major 8 218 1 0.5 
1932-1933 
Standard or 38 681 23 3.4 
Less 
Major 8 206 6 2.9 
Figure 10 
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Failures and Classroom Hours Assigned to Dietetics 
Dietetics, considered in relation to all curricular hours and in 
tb years under investigation, caused a low percentage of failures • 
• tetics is of utmost importance to the well-being of mankind both in 
;tJl. prevention and in the treatment of disease. Scientific discoYeries 
:.eeessitate constant dietary experimentation and adjustment to meet ab-
aorma1 conditions in organic and deficiency diseases. The students of 
our accredited schools seem to be adequately prepared, in as far as the 
_'tate examinations have dete:rmined. 
The classroom hours as alloted to dietetic instruction in the 
" schools range from 45 to 110 hours. This variation is shown in 
During the 1931-1932 session the 27 schools of the Standard or 
Less curricular hours, which range from 45 to 60 hours, contributed 470 
Ixaminees. Three or .6~ :failed. 'rhe 17 schools of the "llajor- curricula, 
which ranged from 69 to 111, contributed 462 examinees, and of this nlDll-
ber 3 or .6~ failel. 
During the 1932-1933 session the 29 schools of the lesser curri-
oular hours contributed 470 examinees of whom 3 or .7~ failed. From the 
-Major" curricula schools of the second session, there is an increase in 
the percent of failure, though in each instance the number of failures 
remained unchanged. There were 3 or .~ student failures. 'rhis relation-
ship is shown. in .... lle XII, page 91. 
Figure 11 
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-TABLE XlI 
FAILURES .AND CLASSROOM HOURS ASSIGNED TO DIETl!."'TICS IN 
46 SCHOOLS OF NURSING 
;:::Jf . . 
1931-1932 
Number of Number of Student Failures 
Curricula Sohools Examinees Number Per Cent 
Standard or 27 470 3 .6 
Less 
W.a.jor 17 462 3 .6 
1932-1933 
Standard or 
Less 29 4~0 3 .6 
Major 17 417 :3 .7 
-Failures aDd Classroom Hours Assigned to Anatomy 
From the figures already presented, it is evident that anatomy 
leeds all other subjects in frequenoy of failures. The records examined 
',bowed not only a greater number of ~~ilures, but also a lower general 
."erage for the success:tul student; this occurred more frequently in 
anatomy than in the other subjects. A consideration of the relatively 
f greater number of failures and the lower general average suggests, &lOOng 
other· causes, the relatively greater inherent difficulty in the subject 
.atter. 
The wide scope of the subject matter in the study of anatOlD7 
necessitates an extensive and intensive study or gross and microscopic 
structure. J'Ilthermore, a knowledge of the functions of the different 
systems EIld their interrelation in the welfare of' "the entire patient 
must be attained as a fundamental preparat ion for 1h e clinical sub jects. 
!his subject is introduced in the beginning of' the preliminary period 
before the student has become adjusted to her environmental conditions. 
A knowledge of anatomy and physiology has been considered tunda-
Ilental to nursing educat ion since the beginning of the most meagre of 
nursing curriculum. The course as outlined by the National Committee is 
expected to giTe the student an appreciation and a working monedge of 
the normal human body as an efficient machine (16:65). 
V~y early in her nursing sarvioe the student must know the inter-
dependence of the different structures and s:ystems of the body, that she 
?-----------------------------. 
_1 be specific in her habits of observation and logically scientific in 
"er reasoning. Student; instruction exists for the primry purpose of en-
~blillg the nurse to give the best possible care to those who are sick. 
,~ student's dexterity and gentleness, her skill and assurance, are 
largelY due to her thoroug1l understanding of anatomy (24:62). She gains 
through the curricular acti vit ie s an. understanding of ana tomy and physi-
ology in their different relatbns. 
The number of curricular hours recommended by the Educational 
Committee of the National League of Nursing Educat ion is 90. This is 
only a compromise and contary to the unanimous judgment in favor of 120 
hours (28::,1077). In considering the number of curricula hours alloted 
by our schools, we note a surprising disp:lri ty. Curricular hours in 
anatomy show a range from 45 hours in one school to 210 in another. The 
one school which requires 210 hours exceeds all other schools by 150 hours. 
This variation is shown in Figure 12, page 94. The number of curricular 
hour s given to anatomy and physiology by the 46 accredit ed schools total 
4,792 hours or 11.6% of' the total nutnber of curricular hours. In an 
attempt to determine the possible influence of curricular hours. the 
schools were again classified "Standard or Less" and "Major". 
For the session 1931-1932, 24 of the 44 schools followed "Stan-
dar-d or Less" curricula in am tcmy. These 24 schools a:mtri buted 327 of 
the examinees, of whom 16 or 4.9% failed. Twenty of the 44 schools f01-
lowed "Major tt curricula and contributed 605 of the examinees and 12 or 2% 
of the failures. For the year 1932-1933, 46 schools were represented. 
Twenty-six schools followed "Standard or Less" curricula and contributed 
Figure 12 
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:J48 examinees, o~ whom 40 or ll.~ ~a1led. Twenty schools ~ollowed 
tI')IIljor" curricula and contributed 539 e:mminees, o-r whom 33 or 6.l~ 
tailed. This relationship is shown in Table XIII, page 96, and Figure 13, 
page 97. 
It is evident that there were -rewer ~ailures in anatomy among the 
.tudents from the schools follow~ ~jor· curricula during both sessions 
under consideration. This cannot mean that the greater number o~ curri-
cular hours alone was responsible ~or the success of the students in these 
groups. Some other cause or causes must bave been operative in these 
failures. The circumst.ances under which this curriculum operated during 
each session w11l be g1 ven ~urther considerat ion. 
TABLE nIl 
FAlLURI"!:S AND CLASSROOM HOURS ASSIGNED TO .ANATOMY IN 
46 SCHOOLS OF NURSING 
1931-1932 
Number of Number of Student Failures 
Curricula Sohools Examinees Number Per Cen t 
Standard or 24 327 16 4.9 
Less 
Major 20 605 12 2.0 
1932-1933 
standard or 
Less 26 348 40 11.5 
Major 20 539 33 6.1 
Figure 13 
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Fa11ure~ and Classroom Hours .Assigned to Matera Medica 
A knowledge of l1IiI.teria medica, including drugs and solutions, is 
an essential requisite to the student and to the graduate nurse. She must 
be familiar with the caDmon drugs and must have a working knowledge of' 
their preparation, and an accurate and intelligent knowledge of' their ad-
. J1inistration and their prophylactic and therapeutic uses. One important 
factor to be considered in relation to t"alID19 in this subject is the in-
trinsiC difficulties in the content of the subject matter. In 27 schools 
materia medica is alloted. to the f'resbman year. Many new and difficult 
scientifIc terms of' anatomy, of bacteriology, of' technical procedures. 
etc., have scarcely been mastered when students are introduced to the fun-
damental concepts related to the source, nature, qualitative and quanti-
tative oharacteristics of DDCh unfamiliar medicinal material. 
The purpose of nursing education is to make 1he nurse an intelli-
gent co-worker with the physician in the medical service (16:9S). With 
the constant introduction of numerous new types of drug therapy, materia 
medica becomes progressively more difficult. For each drug administered, 
the nurse must know the minimum, average, and lethal do ses, and the vari-
ous vehicles by which they' may be given. Such skill cannot be expected 
without intensive study and prolonged experience. Yet, although the 
Standard Curriculum allots from 4:5 to 50 hours, the curricular hours of 
our schools range from 20 in one school to 105 hours in another. This 
Tariation is sho1fl1 in Figare 14:, page 99. The curricular hours in 
Figure 14 
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-,..teria medica were divided, as was dcme above, into "Standard or Less" 
I ~d ~jor." ~ust what influence this disparity ot theoretical hours may 
~~e on the success of our students is ot interest in this study. 
It was tound that, ot the 44 schools participtting in the examina-
tion ot the session 1931-1932, 18 schools tollowed "Standard or Less" 
ourrioula. These schools contributed 287 examdnees, of whom 8 or 2.7% 
tailed. The remaining 26 schools tollowed ~jor" curricula. These 
.chools contributed 645 e:mminees, aDd 10 or 1.5~ of these failed. 
During the session 1932-1933, 18 schools following a "Standard or 
.1858" curriculum sent 296 exandnees. Thirteen or 4.4% failed. During 
the session 28 of the 46 sohools followed "Major" ourricula; these schools 
.ent 591 examinees, and 42 or '1.1% failed. This relat ionship is shown in 
'fable XIV, page 101 and Figure 15, page 102. 
The fiudents of the "Major" curricula were the more successful 
during the first; session investigated, but they sustained more failures 
during the second session. This cannot mean that the greater number of 
curricular hours was responsible for success in the farmer instance. It 
is evident that the students of the "Major" curricula ot the second ses-
aion lack requiBi'te knowledge to a greater extent than did those ot the 
lesser curricular ·hours. The nurse who does not possess a sufficient 
knowledge ot materia medica cannot give good medical service. The in-
adequate knowledge of materia medioa as shown here seems to justify the 
beliet that more emphasis should be laid on better Dedioal nurse 1nstruc-
tion in the classroom, whioh instruction must be correlated with the 
nurSing service in the ward (l7:123). This knowledge should be possible 
-TABLE XlV 
FAILURES AND CLASSROOM HOURS ASSIGNED TO MATERIA MEDICA IN 
46 SCHOOLS OF NURSING 
1931-1932 
Number ot Hu.mber ot Student Failures 
CUrricula Schools Examinees Number Per Cent 
Standard or 18 &8? 8 2.'1 
Less 
Major 26 645 10 1.5 
1932-1933 
Standard or 
Less 18 296 13 4.4 
Major 28 , 591 42 7.1 
Figure 15 
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through well planned follow-up teaching. Curricular hour allotment alone 
cannot produce an efficient curriculum. 
AnatOIJO" and materia medica have caused the gJ:"eater percentage or 
failures during the two years under investigation; therefore, they will 
be made the salient point during the remainder of this study. Anatomy 
caused 43.1% of the failures during the session of 1931-1932 and materia 
medica 27.7~. During this session anatomy ~d materia medica together 
caused 70.8% ot the total failures. 
During the 1932-1933 seSSion, anatomy caused 44.5% of the total 
failures, while materia medica caused 33.5%. 'regether these subjects 
caused 78~ of all failures. And Wa discerning perception as to which 
parts give the greater amount of difficulty will be of great value in 
deciding where emphasis must be placed" (14:82). 
'!'he increase in frequenoy of failures in anatomy was not only 
absolutely greater--an inorease from 28 to 73--but what is even more 
significant, it lfaS relatively greater, being an increase from 3% to 
8.2% for the two years respectively, a difference ot 5.2%. Materia 
medica shows a similar though not as extensive an increase, as was shown 
in anatomy; i.e., an increase from 18 or 1.9% to 55 or 6.2%. a difference 
. of 4.3%. The relationship of subject failures is Shown in Table XV, 
page 104, and Figure 16, page 105. 
TABLE XV 
F .AlLURES OF TOTAL NUMBER OF SUBJECTS IN 46 SCHOOLS OF NURSING 
Number Per Cent Number Per Cent 
Number of 
Examinations 9320 007 
Subjects 
Failed 
Anatomy 28 43.1 73 44.5 
Materia 
Medica. 18 27.7 55 33.5 
-
Surgery - 10 15.4 29 1'1,7 
___ ~ __ c~ 
.. --
Dietetics 6 9.2 6 3 .. ' 
--_.-
Cormnunicab1e 
Diseases 2 2 
-
r 
Figure 16 
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are: 
Among factors recognized as probably ~portant in this connection 
(1) Specific qualifications of the teachers of anatomy and 
materia medica. 
(2) Curricular science load. 
(3) Remoteness of preparation and opportunities of repetition. 
We will now consider these factors as possible causes in the re-
tarding of successtul curricular operation. 
Failures in Anatomy and Teachers t Qualifications in 46 Schools 
'!'he instructor of the sciences and other serv5:ces should know the 
subject well. But ability to apply the scientific prinCiples to clinical 
practices is even more important, and a nurse who is not specifically 
prepared may be able to teach matOJD.y and nateria medica more effetively 
to nurses than a more highly qualified instructor who is more interested 
in the science itself than in its clinical application (17:59). lben-
ever a science is taught by a college teacher or lit physician, a nurse in-
structor should be associated as laboratory aSSistant, the former teaching 
the scientific aspect of the subject, and the 1B. tter teaChing the nursing 
aspect (17:59). 
This nurse instructor mu~ unite a good scientific knowledge with 
splendid technical skill. No impression is complete until expressed. 
SCience not closely related to the student's experience Will not function 
(17:66). Only the ind! vidual who is primarily interest&d in nursing edu-
cation and knows trom experience the nurses's needs can effectively adapt 
,cientitic prine1pl. .. to the ever-varying situations and to the trequent-
lY unexpected reactions ot the sick to the prophylactic and therapeutic 
agencies. 
A second attempt to d.eterm:lne detini tely the qualificat ions of 
the teachers of the two sciences responsible for the greater number of 
ta! lures, with spec ial reference to the C?nmi ttee' s suggest ions, resulted 
in a second listing of teachers from the standpoint ot their relation to 
the subject taught. 
In tabulating the data, instructors were classitied as Doctor, 
Registered Nurse, and ~eacher in Normal or Secondary Schools. It should 
be noted that SCDe part-time instructors in schools of nursing are teaoh-
i ers of science in affiliated normal schools or high schools. 
The 46 schools were classified according to their teachers' quali-
fications and the findings were tabulated. During the 1931-1932 session 
anatomy was taught in 15 schools by a Doctor. 'l'hese schools contributed 
187 examinees, and 10 or 5.3% tailed. In 10 schools a Doctor, assisted 
by a Registered Nurse, taught anatomy; from these schools there were 208 
examinees, of' whom 6 or 2.9% tailed. A registered Nurse taught anatomY 
in 8 of the schools; 209 examinees were contributed, and 6 or 2.9% tailed. 
The remaining 11 schools were affiliated with a junior college or a sec-
ondary technical school; they contributed 328 examinees, ot whom 6 or 
1.8% failed. 
During the 1932-1933 seSSion, the 15 schools depending on Doctors 
tor their student instruction contributed 186 examinees, and 17 or 9.1% 
tailed. The 11 schools which gave instruction through the Doctor and 
Registered NUrse combination contributed 225 exannnees, of whom 15 or 
6.7% failed. The 9 schools assignb.g anatomy instruction to a Registered 
Nurse only, contributed.177 examinees, and 18 or lO.~ tadl,d. The 11 
with affiliated school instruction contributed 299 examdnees, ot whoa 23 
or 7.7~ tailed. This comparison, as illustrated in Table XVI, page 109, 
and FLgure l~, page 110, shows the affiliated schools with a lower per-
centage ot failures tor the tirst seSSion, and the Doctor and Nurse com-
bination with a lower percentage during the second session. Combining 
the results ot 1931-1932 and 1932-1933, we find that: the perdentage ot 
failures when the subject was taught by a physician is 7.~, when 
taught by the Doctor and Nurse combinat ion, 4.~, by the Regi&t.ered Nurse 
alone 6.~. and by attiliat.ed schools 4.~. There is a greater per cent 
of failure by less than .O~ ot one per cent--.Ol~. This relationship 
is shown in Table XVII, page lil. 
A comparison of the results of the two sessions would seem to es-
tablish a beliet in a better result from the Doctor and Registered Nurse 
combination, when the Regiatered Nurse has sp ecial preparation for teach-
ing combined with scientific knowledge and clinical experience. 
TABLE XVI 
FAILURES IN ANATOMY .AND TEACHER'S QUALIFICATIONS IN 
46 SaffOOLS OF NURSING 
1931-1932 
Status of Number of Number of Student Failures 
Instructor Schools Examinees Number Per.Cent 
Doctor 15 187 10 5.3 
Doetor and 
Registered 10 208 6 2.9 
Nurse 
Registered 
Nurse 8 209 6 2.9 
M.S. in 
Junior College 
or Technioal 11 :328 6 1.8 
High School 
1932-1933 
Doctor 15 186 17 9.1 
Doctor and 
Registered 11 225 15 6.7 
Nurse 
Registered 
Nurse 9 177 18 10.2 
M.S. in 
Junior College 
or Technioal 11 299 23 7.7 
High School 
Figure I? 
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TABLE XVII 
COMPARISON OF F AlLURES IN MATERIA MEDICA. AND STATUS OF INSTRUCTOR OR INSTRUCTORS 
IN 46 SCHOOLS OF NURSING 
Per Cent Average Difference 
1931-1932 1932-1933 Both Years 
Medical Doctor 5.34 9.13 7.23 
Registered Nurse 2.87 10.16 6.51 
Medical Doctor 
and 2.88 6.66 4.77 
Re~i8tered Nurse 
M.S. of ,Junior 
College or of 
Technical High School 1.82 7.69 4.75 
Medical Doctor 
and 4.77 Registered Nurse 
M.S. of Junior 
College or of 4.75 .015 
Technical High School 
Failures in Materia Medica and ~eacher ~ifications in 46 Schools 
.A. stud,. similar to that made ot -Failures in .Anatomy and ~achert s 
QUSliticaUons, • was made ot the tailures in materia medica. ~en as-
signed the teaching of nateria medica to Doctors. These schools contri-
buted 160 examinees, and 6 or 3.~ tailed. Ten schools assigned the in-
struction of their stUdents to a Doctor and a Registered Nurse. These 
schools contributed 126 examinees, and 4 or 3.~ tailed. .A. Registered 
Nurse was responsible for the instruction in this subject in 17 schools. 
These schools contributed 330 examinees, and 17 or 2.1% failed; the 9 
depending upon affiliated schools contributed 316 e~inees with .3% 
tailures. 
During the 1932-1933 session the students ot the 10 schools where 
the subject was taught by a Doctor alone, contributed 138 e:mm:inees; 6 or 
4.3% tailed. The 10 schools employing a Doctor and a Nurse as instructors 
contributed 126 e:mminees, and " or 3.2% tailed. The 17 schools having a 
Registered Nurse as a teacher of materia medica contributed 345 examinees; 
ot these 16 or 4.6% tailed. ~ose depending upon affiliated schools con-
tributed 277 examinees, and ot these 23 or 8.3% failed. 
It is evident that the students ot institutions depending upon 
affiliated schools were the most successful during the first seSSion, 
while the students instructed b,. the Doctor were the lOOst successtul dur-
ing the second session. There is a aa11 difterence between Doctor-
Teacher alone and the NUrse-Teacher alone in both sessions. The average 
percentage ot both sessions in each instance are: tor Doctor instructors 
4~; Docter and Nurse 5.5~; Nurse, 3.4~; and affiliated teacher 4.3~. As 
the Doctor and Nurse combination gives a higher per cent ot tailure than 
Doctor or Nurse alone, a cOlIlp8.rison might be made ot the Af'filiated 
Teacher and Nurse Instructor. The percental difference ot the two ses-
sions average is MOR to be .g~. Again the oombination of the two types 
ot pre}8ration may be considered as promiSing better results at stat e 
examinations. This corroborates the Conmittee's beliet that pedagogical 
training is essential to the success of the nurse instruotor (17:25), 
and that science courses, to be etfective, must allow tor deJllOnstration 
(16:66). '!'his relationship is shown in Table XVIII, page 114, and 
Figure 18, page 115. 
TABLE XVIII 
FAILURES IN MATERIA ME~)!CA AND TEACHER'S Q,UALU'ICATIONS IN 
46 SCHOOLS OF NURSING 
1931-1932 
Status of Number of Number of Student Failures 
Instructor Schools Examinees Number Per Cent 
Doctor 10 160 6 3.8 
Doctor and 
Registered 10 126 4 3.2 
Nurse 
Registered 
Nurse 17 330 7 2.1 
M.S. in 
Junior Collage 
or Technical 9 316 1 .3 
High School 
1932-1933 
Doctor 10 138 6 4.3 
Doctor and 
Registered 10 127 10 7.9 
Nurse 
RegistGred 
Nurse 17 345 16 4.6 
M.S. in 
Junior College 
or Technical 9 277 23 8.3 
High School 
Figure 18 
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l!'a11ves in Anatomy and Grade Placement of the Sub j ect 
It is a well-known psychological principle that recency of pre-
paratIon and opportunities for frequent and extensive repetition aid 
memory. Therefore, the years in 1Ihich the sciences were taught would 
seem to have a definite bearing on the ability of the student to assimi-
late and to retain the prinCiples of the scientific courses (29:l077). 
AnatOlll7 is fimdamental to all the clinical subjects and must be 
introduced in ~he first year. This prinCiple is evidently realized by 
all the schools of Michigan. But is the stuient nurse suffiCiently 
adapted to her new environment, is abe properly motivated to establish 
that teeling of need, that compelling desire for the intelligence and 
the skill which will enable her to apply her scientific knowledge to the 
actual care of the sick (29:1076)1 NurSing educators should realize that 
the young nurse is in a bewilderingly new environment and that she con-
tinually meets an entirely new and vastly different terminology. When 
taught in the preliminary p~iod only, with no detinite plan tor repeti-
tion, how well have the lessons in anatomy been retained? 
.A. study made of the failures in anatomy', with special reference 
to years taught, shows that 29 of the "4 schools which partiCipated in 
the 1931-1932 examinations teach anatolQ'" during the preliminary_ course, 
and allot no definite plan for repetition. From these schools, 627 
examinees were contributed, and 19 or • failed. From the 5 schools 
teaching anatODl7 in the tirst and second years, 69 examinees were 
contributed, of whoa 3 or 4.~ failed. The 4 schools teachina anatomy 
in the first and third years contributed 85 e:m.minees, with 2 or 2.4~ 
failures. The & schools teaching anatomy in the first, second, and 
third years contributed 151 examinees of whom 4 or 2.6~ failed. A con-
sideration of the 1932-1933 session shows that ~he 30 schools which 
taught anatomy during the first year oBly contributed 613 examinees and 
46 or ".5% ~ailed. The f'i ve schools which taught anatomy during the 
first and second years contributed 56 examinees and 8 or l4.3~ failed. 
The five schools teaching anatomy during the first and third years con-
tributed 80 examinees and of these" or 8.~ failed, while the six schools 
which allotted instruction to the first, second, and third years contri-
buted 138 ex_inees and 12 or 8.~ failed. This relationship is shown 
in Table nx, page U8, and Figure 19 t page U9. 
During the first session the percentage failures are slightly 
less from the groups which were innructed during the first and third 
years than from the group instructed during the first yetsr only, or the 
group instructed during the second ad third years; but during the second 
session, the failures are more than one per cent in favor of instruction 
during the first year only as compared with instruction during the first, 
second, and third years. In the former group there are schools of l~ 
and 25% f'ailures. These seem to be counterbalanced by other schools of 
low per cent of failures and schools of no failures. 
A study of' this particular group reveals two schools credi ted 
with good teaching faCilities, and well-prepared faculties. One of these 
schools contributed "0 examinees and , or l~ failed in anatomy. The 
TABLE XIX 
I" AlLURES IN ANATOMY .AND GRADE PLACEMENT OF THE SUBJECT IN 
46 SCHOOLS OF NURSING 
1931-193a 
Grade Number of Number of Student Failures 
Placement Schools Examinees 
Number Per Cent 
First 29 627 19 3.0 
First and 5 59 3 4.3 
Second 
First and 4 85 2 2.4 
Third 
First, 
Second, 5 151 4 2.5 
and Third 
1932-1933 
First 30 613 46 7.5 
First and 
Second 5 56 8 14.3 
First and 
Third 5 80 7 8.8 
Firat, 
Second, 6 138 12 8.7 
and Third 
Figure 19 
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other school contributed 40 examinees and 10 or 2~ tailed in anatamy. 
As the tai1ures have been shown to be less in the "good-facilities· group 
with well-prepared faculties, their student material was given individual 
consideratloa. ot the 7 failing students ot the 70-student group, 2 were 
high-school graduates, 3 had hacl three years of high school, and 2 had 
only two years ot high school. The total number ot student failures in 
the 70-school group was 12. With the 7 failures in anatomy there were 
10 in materia medica and one in medical diseases. There were 4 high-
school graduates, 3 of B average and 1 of D average. There were 4 with 
three years of high school, and 4 with two years of high school, and they 
were graded as 3 Bfa and 1 D. 
From the 4O-student group with 25~ tailures--10 in anat'amy and 
5 in materia medica--there were 9 high-school graduates.' Two of these 
, students were rated As A, 4 as C. and 3 as D. It must be bome in mind 
that these 10% and 2~ failures ha va not the same signif icance in every 
instance. There are the 4O-student groups with 25~ tailures and the 
a-student groups with 25~ failures. 
It is not possible to determine why the two A students who were 
high-school graduates and who were trained in a school which provided a 
1 
well-prepared faculty and good teaching faCilities, should have failed. 
The preparation of the applicant is ot prime importance, but the comple-
tion of high school is not a sate measuring rot. Nei thel" mq credentials 
be relied upon too largely, as secondary school educators have a wide 
variety ot standards tor grading pupils (25:61). The failure ot the 
university graduate may be explained by the tact that she was a toreigJler, 
and although. an American student, tound the terminology very ditficult. 
Investigation of the reason tor the tact that schools which proY1de well-
prepared taculties and good teaching eqn1pment admit poorly prepared 
, 
students revealed the tact that the taculties, ~ainst their better judg-
mant, have admitted transfer ~udents and retained tailing ~udents be-
cause of political influence. Educatioa is not safe under political 
domination. 
A. like consideration given to the student records ot the schools 
of the tirst, second, and third year instruction shows that of the 6 or 
ll.~ failures of one school, all were high-school graduates. There were 
2 of B average and 4 of C. The .udents ot the schools of 5 or 33% fail-
ures were all high-school graduates, one was a B stlJient and 4 were C 
students. This comparison would seem to corroborate the opinion that ac-
comp11.hments ot students 'WOuld be considerably increased 1f higher 
I standards ot entrance requirements were lD!l.intained. 
Experience has shown that the application of general principles 
to specific subjects is most effective at the time ot the theoretical in-
struction and when given by the same instructors (66:584). It the·saae 
instructor teaches both theory and practice, there is a greater possibill-
ty ot lessening the chances of confusion and of clarifying the applica-
tion ot SCientifiC principles by the use or the SWRe terminology in the 
classroom and during clinical serv1ce. Question as to the possible plo 
of co-ordinate teaching by the inatruotor or 'this subject, confirmed the 
assumption that there is absolutely no instance in wh.ich the instructor 
ot &natoIllY' fOl'mulates any plan of follow-up teaching of classroom prin-
ciples during the nursing serviee, al.though the skillful handling· of 
every patient in all the different services depends upon the nurse's 
understanding of anatomy. It the instruetor is a nurse. it seems reason-
able to believe that she will have a better understanding of the nursing 
problems and be more vi tally interested in the education of the nurse for 
the eomtort of the sick. The nurse instruetor has an opportunity to 
review anatomy during every clinical service, and the student nurse will 
have a better understanding of the services she is to give, it she is 
taught to consider the delieate structure and their physiological rela-
tions while administering surgical, dietary, OD therapeutic eare. "The 
anatomy and physiology of each system should be assigned tor review be-
tore taking up the diseases of each system" (16:123). If this principle 
were tollowed in each clinical subjeet, the student would have a better 
understanding ot nursing eare, and it seEDS reasonable to believe that 
there would be fewer state-board failures. 
Failures in Materia Medica and Grade Plaeement of Subjeet 
The subject of materia medica would seem to be possible ot assimi-
lation and ot retention only after the stu:lent has some understanding ot 
the organic structure and of the physiological relationship of organs and 
systems to drug and other therapy. 
The student's medical service is considered by the state inspec-
tor as more valuable if had during her second year. Her course in medi-
eal diseases and medical service is usually given during her seeond year. 
Theoretical. principles are more readily applied at the time of instruction 
, and by the same instructor. IntErest stimulates the learning process. 
The nurse will be mre inquisitive about each new drug, and about the 
reason tor administering a certain drug to her patient; she will be mre 
eager to anticipate the reaction and to guard against untoward results; 
and she will have a more enthusiastic intellectual understanding ot drugs, 
it the classroom. study and the ward applicat ion are made to coineide. 
A consideration ot our school tailures and their relation to 
these educational principles also seemed worthy ot study. During the 
1931-1932 session 2& ot the 44 schools taught matEria nedica in the tirst 
year with no tormal plan ot repetition. These schools contributed 524 
examinees, 9 or l.~ ot whom tat led. The '1 schools teaching this subject 
in the second year with no repetition contributed 172 examinees ot whom 
3 or 1.7~ tailed. The '1 schools teaching mtEria medica in the tirst 
year and repeating it in the second year contributed 96 examinees, and 
ot these 5 or 5.~ tailed. The 3 schools which taught this subject dur-
ing the tirst and third years contributed 124 examinees and 1 or .&.' 
tailed. One school taught mataria nedica in 'the tirst, second, and third 
years, and this school contributed 16 exaninees, none ot whom taUed. 
Consideration ot the second session shows that 27 ot the 46 
schools taught materia mdica in the tirst year o~y. The schools con-
tributed 535 examinees, and 38 or 7.1~ tailed. The '1 schools which taught 
materia medica during the second year only, contributed 125 e~inees, ot 
whom 5 or 4~ tailed. The '1 schools which taught this subject during the 
tirst and second yea.s, contributed 94 exaainees and 6 or 6.4% tailed. 
From t.he 4 schools which allotted instruction in materia medica to the 
first and third ye-ars, 113 emminees were contribuled and 6 or 5.3~ 
failed, while of the 20 examinees fram the one school teaching this sub-
ject in the tirest, second, Sld third years, there were no tailures. 
The tact that there was only one school and so tew students in 
the no-tailure group makes unjusti:tiable any def'ini te conclusion in f'avor 
of' this combination, yet the psychological principle that new material 
given in small doses, f'requently repeated, and continued over a long peri-
od makes assimUation more possible and retention more certain should be 
given consideration (28:1077). 
That the second-lowest average percentage f'ailures were f'ound in 
relation to that group ot studsts who has received 'Uleir classroom in-
structio!l during their junloryear, corroborates the assertion that suc-
cess muld more readUy tollow class Instmction it theory were nade to 
coinoide with olinical experience as to time allo1:ment, and it the scie!loe 
instructor were to do the :tb llow-up teaching in the ward by means ot case 
studies and morning conterences, tor science unapplied tails to tunction 
(28 :1080) • -It is reasonable to believe that a co mprehensi ve course in 
the junior or senior year would reduce the number of' failures in this 
subject- (37:383). 
The relationShip discussed in this section is shown in Table ~ 
page 125, and :Figure 20, page 126. 
TABLE )IX 
FAILURES IN MATERIA MEDICA AND GR.ADE PLACEMENT OF THE SUBJECT IN 
46 SCHOOLS OF NURSING 
1931-1932 
Grade Number of Number of Student Failures 
Plaoement Sohools Examinees 
Number Per Cent 
First 26 524 9 1.7 
Seoond 7 172 3 1.7 
First and 7 96 5 5.2 
Second 
First and 3 124 1 .8 
Third 
First, 
Seoond, 1 16 0 0.0 
and. Third 
1932-1933 
First 27 535 38 7.1 
Second 7 125 5 4.0 
First and 
Seoond 7 94 6 6.4 
First and 
Third 4 113 6 5.3 
First, 
Second, 1 20 0 0.0 
and Third 
Figure 20 
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Failures an AnatOJll7 and Materia Medica as Attected by the 
Number 01' Sciences Taught Simultaneously 
. Sciance courses necessitate intensive and extensive study. Con-
trary to most college rulings, more than two science courses are allowed 
in the same semester in our schools 01' nursing, yet the stment nurses 
are f'aced with a heavier progr8lll 01' work than that 01' the general college 
student (28:1075). They must lJBke DIBlIlY new physical, men tal and emotional 
adjustments. Mal" not an overcrowded curriculum explain many of the fa11-
ures? 
A study or "the data obtained tram the Michigan nursing school re-
cords has been made. A tabulat ion of the tat lures in anatomy according 
to the number of' sciences taught simultaneously reveals surprising tacts. 
The 46 schools, classitied according to the number of sciences taught, 
show that 3 of'" the 44 schools partici J8.t ing 1n the eDlllinations of 1931-
1932 taught one other science with anat0M7; 42 examinees were contributed, 
and 1 or 2.4" tailed. l"rom. the 21 schools 'teaching two other SCience 
subjects with anatomy, 342 exaMInees were contributed, of whom 10 or 2.9" 
failed. The 12 schools teaching "three othElr' subjects with anatorq con-
tributed 196 e:matinees, 01' whom 10 or 5.1" tailed. The 6 schools teach-
ing four other science subjects COJltr1buted 195 e:mm.inees and 3 or l.~ 
tailed. The remaining two schools, 1Ib1ch taught tive other subjects, con-
tributed 157 exaainees 01' whom 4 or 2.5% tailed. 
During the 19~-1933 session the three schools which taught one 
other science while teaching anatomy contributed 38 examinees, 01' whom 
4 or 10.5% tailed. ot the 26 schools lhich taught. two other concurrent 
sciences 377 examinees were contrib~ed, a5 or 7.4% tailed. The twelve 
schools which taught other sciences contributed 203 exaainees, ot these 
28 or 13.~ :failed. 
From the 6 schools teaching tour other sCiences, there were con-
tributed 155 emminees, and 7 or 4.~ :failed. The two schools teaching 
:five other subjects contributed 154 e:mninees and 9 or 5.8% :failed. Just 
what interence may be poss1. ble :from this relationship is not clear. In 
each session the schools teaching tour subjects simultaneously with ana-
tOlll7 are the most successful, while during the t'irst s'ession the schools 
teaching one other subject stand second, but have only a .l~ lower tail-
ure than the schools teaohing tive othEr subjects. During the second 
session the schools teaching tive other subjects have the second-lowest 
percentage o:f failures. Some verT t'avorable causative :factors must have 
overcome the crowded curriculum in :favor of' success in the tive-science 
schools, or other hindering :factors must be operative in the less-crowded 
curriculum. It is possible that intense concentration on science during 
one year or semester may result in greater interest and application on 
the part o:f the stUdent. Overcrowding is undoubtedly injurious, but only 
:further research can show precisely when a curriculum is in :fact over-
crowded. 
The relationship just discussed is shown in Table XXI, page 129, 
and Figure 21, page 130. 
TABLE XXI' 
fAlLURES IN mATOMY' AND NUMBER OF SCIENCES TAUGHT SIMULTANEOUSLY 
• 
IN 46 SCHOOLS OF NURSING 
1931-1932 
Number of Number Number Student Failures 
Sciences Of Of 
Simultaneously Schools Examinees Number Per Cent 
One 3 42 1 2.4 
Two 21 342 10 2.9 
Three 12 196 10 5.1 
Four 6 195 3 1.5 
Five 2 157 4 2.5 
1932-1933 
One 3 38 4 10.5 
Two 19 337 25 7.4 
Three 12 203 28 13.8 
Four 6 155 ? 4.5 
:rive 2 154 9 5.8 
Figure 21 
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We may now make a similar study of the failures in materia medica 
according to sciences taught simultaneously. It was found that 5 of the 
44 sohools examined during the t'irBt session taught no other science con-
ourrently with materia medica. These schools contributed 117 exmainees 
of Whom 5 or 4.~ failed. Ten schools taught one science with materia 
medioa and contributed 197 examinees and of these 7 or 3.6% failed. Fif-
teen sohools taught two other sCienees, contributed 208 examinees and 2 
or 1% of these failed. Five schools taught four other sOiences, contri-
buted 142 examinees, and 6 or 4.~ failed. Three schools taught tive 
other ooncurrent scienoes and contributed 164 examinees, of whom 3 or 1.8% 
tailed. 
During the second session the five schools which taught no other 
conourrent science oontributed 95 examinees of whom 4 or 4.~ tailed. The 
ten scnools whioh taught one other scienoe oontributed 176 examinees, and 
5 or 2.8% tailed. The two schools .ni~h ta~t two other soiences con-
tributed 240 examdnees, and 14 or 5.8% failed. Seven schools taught three 
other SCiences, and contributed 101 exaninees and 12 or 11.9% tailed. 
Five sohools taught tour other sOiences, and contributed 113 examinees, 
ot whom 4 or 3.5% tailed. The three remaining schools taught tive other 
soiences, and contributed 162 examinees, ot mom 16 or 9.9% failed. The 
conclusion possible from this relationship is not at all clear. The re-
1a'tionships are shown in Table xnI. page 132, and Figure 22, page 133. 
TABLE XXII 
F.A.ILURES IN MATERIA MIDICA AND NUMBER OF SCIENCES TAUGHT SIMULTANEOUSLY 
IN 46 SCHOOLS OF NURSING 
1931-1932 
Number of Number of Number of Stucient Failures 
Sciences 
Simultaneously Schools Examinees Number Per Cent 
None 5 117 5 4.3 
One 10 197 7 3.6 
Two 15 208 2 1.0 
Three 6 104 3 2.9 
Four 5 148 6 J:.8 
Five 3 164 3 1.8 
1932-1933 
None 5 95 4 4:.2 
One 10 176 5 2.8 
Two 16 240 14 5,8 
Three 7 101 12 11.9 
Four 5 113 4: 3.5 
Five 3 162 16 9.9 
Figure 22 
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It must be admitted. however, that t he great er frequency of fail-
ures alone cannot be regarded as affording convincing evidence as to the 
educational value of any specific situation. Each situation is promoted 
or impaired by related factors. 
It is the :tunctioning of the organization as a unified whole. 
which 1s the true criterion of the efficiency of nursing education, and 
it 1s the unified operation of the organization that prepares the student 
to serve the eonnnun1ty and to pass the state e:mminat1ons. 
Cause of Variation bet we em 1931-32 and 1932-33 Results 
When all the facts ascertained from this survey was considered 
in the light of their relations to one another, one rather surprising 
and not easily explained fact stood out from the others. It was this: 
in every instance the failures increased dur>1ng the second session. ~s 
increase, however, could not have been caused by the factors which in-
fluence the erfective operation of the curriculum, tor they are known to 
have been identical during the two years. 'rhe writer sees three variants 
which seam quite possible: 
(1) the student mat erial 
(2) the examination questions 
(3) the e~ning board personnel 
In 1928 and 1929. the years in which these examinees were admi t-
ted as sta.c1ent nurses, members of the .American Hospital Association and 
the American Medical AsSOCiation, and many nursing educators,· had already 
seen the nursing tield crowded with inadequately prepared graduates. Tne 
grading committees were already stimulating a better selection of students 
and insisting that each school raise its entrance requirements and its 
standards of education (11:56). It does not seem reasonable, then, to 
believe that less intelligent students were accepted in 1929 than had 
been accepted in 1928. Applieants were many, and consequently schools 
could easily choose the better-prepared ~udent. Moreover, this suppo-
sition as to the inferior quality of the applicant in the 1929 session 
was not sustained by the state educat ors nor the higb.:"school credentials 
ot the students who tailed. 
The eDmination questions were next g1 ven consideration. The 
questions to which the examinees had been subject during the two years, 
with the date ot each examination, were obtained. A copy of each set 
ot questions was ·checked by the examdners ot each of the subjects showing 
tailures, to indicate which questions had seemed most difficult and had 
contributed most frequently to the student's failures. As a means ot 
determining which particular group ot questions had been responsible for 
the greater number of tailures, the examinees were grouped according to 
the date exandned. 
ot the 887 e~ined during the session 1932-1933, 380 participated 
in the October examinations. 'rhere were 12 or 3.~ failures in anatomy 
and 6 or 1.6% failureS in materia. medica. The March examinees numbered 
131, ot whom 2 or 1.5~ tailed in anatomy and 1 or .8% tailed in materia 
medica. 'l'here were 159 eD.m.tnees in Ma¥, and 32 or 20.1% failed anatOlllJ / 
and lS or 11.3% tailed materia medica. In June, ot the 217 examinees 27 
or 12.4% tailed anatomy and 30 or 32.S% tailed materia medica. ot the 
73 total anatomy tailures 59 or SO.S% were caused by the May and June 
examinations, while the October and March examinations caused only 14 or 
19.2% ot the total failures. The lIIlteria medica failures were also 
greater during the May and June examinations; they were 48 or S7.~ of 
the total tailures, while the October and March emminations caused only 
7 or 14. "". 
The checking ot the exandnation questions did not clarify the 
a1tuat1on. as was hoped. There were more surgical and dietetic questions 
checked as having mo~ frequently caused failures than there were ques-
tions on anatomy and materia mdica. Yet failures in the latter subjects 
were more trequent during bot h sessions. Many of the surgical and diete-
tic questions checked denoted a lack 01' understanding of' the anatomy and 
physiology 01' the structures, organs, or systems to be considered. Here 
again may be em.phas1zed the reco:tmlWnded review of the anatomy of each 
system. before teaching the clinical material in relation to each subject 
(16:123). Many 01' the questions most trequently tailed evinced similar 
difficulties. The -define- and -what 1s- type of ~estion was more tre-
quently Checked than was the -name- or -locate- type of question, but 
distribution 01' the two type 01' questions seemed about even in the exaa-
inations • 
.All of the anatomy and nateria medica questions were of the e,s$&}" 
type and questioa-and-answer type, yet the general opinion of those who 
checked the questions was, "Nurses bave difficulty in explaining them.-
selves in the essay-type quest ions. - The essay-type quest ion has been 
considered as frequently oausing tailures, but we cannot ignore the Tery 
significant tact that the pediatriCS, obstetriCS, bacteriology, and medi-
cal-disease questions were all of the essay type and question-and-answer 
type, and there were no failures in these subjects (38:172). 
The objective-type question was used more frequently tor the 
surgical and dietetic e::mninatioJUI than were the subjective-type. '!"he 
examiner who checked the s~gical and dietetio questions stated that she 
preterred the objective-type question, but did not give the reason tor 
her prefereno8. 
The e:am1nation questions are nerl distributed to, two graduates 
who are instructors, two graduate nuraes who are not teaching, and to two 
senior students who had completed their courses in the subjects under con-
sideration. These critics found nothing of significance in the examina-
tion questions ot 1932-1933 that could, in any perceptible degree, account 
tor the greater number of fei lures than was caused by the questions of 
1931-1932. 
Next the writer at'tempted to determine wheth8r or not there had 
been any change in the e:xanining board personnel during the interval be-
tween 'these two sessions. The examining boards ot 1931-1932 and 1932-
1933 were said, by a member of' 1he examining board, to be identical. 
As has been stat ad before, a changed a'tti tude on the pan of 'the 
e:mm.iners seemed 'the only reasonable cause for the increase of failures. 
We all know that continued success proomot.es complacency in individuals, 
institutions, and organizations, and is not conducive to more vigorous 
striving. Records show that 1he Michigan schools are far from ideal in 
student selection, faculty preparation, teaching facilities; curricular 
content, 8Ild hours and time allotment. Progressive educators, seeing 
students ot the various schools registered each year with a mere passing 
mark would be justified in stimulating those schools to greater effort as 
to curricular content and operative factors. 
This assumption concerning the cbanged attitude of the examiners 
was confirmed. It was admitted that stulents had been given passing 
marks, rather than be allowed to tail after three years in school, and 
that it bad been suggested 1;9 the board members that papers should be 
marked strictly according to cont811.t t and stments who actually tailed 
in the writing ot the e:m.minations should not be given passing marks. 
Although the leniency ot the eDmining board in 1931-1932 would, 
it known in adTance, haTe caused the present writer to refrain from tabu-
lating and stuily1ng the f'a11ures, the greater strictness in 1932-1933 
serves to increase the significance ot the data for that year. And one 
helpful outcome ot this research should be to f'ocus attention on the im-
portance ot great caution in any attempt to study the causes ot tailure. 
SUMMARY 
The primary purpose ot this stud7 was to ascertain the ef'ficiency 
ot the curricula ot Mlchisan's Accredited Schools of' Nursing in preparing' 
I the students of' these schools tor state registrat ion. 
The data which were obtained from the permanent records of' the 
Michigan State Board of Registration f'or Nurses ad ~a1ned Attendants, 
trom questionnaires answered by mElllbers ot' the state e:lBlltining board, 
and by personal interview with ~ate examiners were classif'ied and tabu-
lated in relation to the various curricula and to those f'actors which in-
:rluenced their operat ion and to the Standard Curriculum. 
These data were carefully studied to determine the number ot 
successf'ul and non-successful examinees during the sessions 1931-1932 
and 1932-1933 and their relation to the hours alloted to classroom in-
struction in the subjects which had caused failures during these sessions 
and to the tactors influencing the eff'ecti TO operation or each curricula. 
nae ettec'ti T,eness o~ a program. ot study is to b~ judged by the 
degree 'to whioh i't promotes 'the success ot its tollowers. '!he currioullDll 
cannot operate o~ itselt. With these principles in mind ~e writer took 
into consideration the suooesses and tailures of the tollowers ot the 
Standard Curriculum and ot those who exceeded the Standard Curriculum 
(called in thia study the Major Curriculum). 
The intluencing tactors which had been recommended by members o"t 
the Grading Commdttee as deairable in promoting the etficiency with which 
the curriculum may operate were al.so considered.. 
Analysis o"t the sucoesses and 'lsi lures in the subjects causing 
"tailures during the sessions under consideration shows that eDmineea 
prepared by the Major Curriculum were the more 8ueeess"tul in the state 
examinations than were t he students ot the Standard Curriculum, wi tli 
the exception ot the materia medica group examined during the 1932-1933 
seSSion, when the students who were instructed in materia medica under 
the Major Curriculum sustained a greater number ot hilures---and, what 
ia even more signiticant. a higher percentage o"t "tailures than did the 
students o"t the Standard Curriculum. 
A closer study ot the schools represented by this group ot eDm-
inees shows the inclusion of schools classi"tied as having meagre teaching 
"tacilities and mediocre student material. This corroborates the belie"t 
tha't it ia the organization as a unitied whole which detemines i'ta et-
"ticiency, and the statemen't ot the Co:mm1 t'tee that no curriculum can oper-
ate o"t i'tselt (15:17). These principles are also sustained by the greater 
suocess of the studenta who were prepared by instructors o"t special 
educational preparation, by ~he more adequate teaching facilities and by 
correlation of class instruction and ward practices by a specially pre-
pared cl.inioal instructor. 
Da\a presented in ~his study do not sus~ain the beliet tha~ the 
greater number ot sciences taught simultaneously lessens the possibili~y 
ot success (29:1075). Neither do the tindings ot this study show that 
grade placement has any appreciable significance in the state-board suc-
oess of the students of ana~oIllY. "l'his the writer believes is due to the 
absence of any detinite plan ot correlating the classroom instruction in 
anato~ with the clinical services. 
The constant suocess ot the examinees in those clinical subjects--
pediatrics--obstetrics--medical diseases etc., which are mo~t frequently 
. taught by the clinical supervisor, causes the writer to believe that if { 
there were a detinite plan ot follow-up teaching tor each subject; the 
state-board tailures would be considerably reduced. There is absolutely 
no definite plan of tollow-up teaching which would eftect anato~ and 
materia medica in any of Michigants accredited schools. Any correlation 
of class instruotion with clinical service is inCidental. This the 
writer believes is one of the greatest weaknesses of our nursing educa-
tional system. We tind that s~uden~s sustain fewer failures in materia 
medioa than in anatomy, as related to grade placement. Drugs and theo-
retical prinoiples are of necessity used during the clinical services ot 
the medical diseases and surgical wards. It seems reasonable, theretore, 
to believe that if the classroom instructor were the ward-teaching super-
visor, co-ordinate teaching would by the very nature of the situation be 
possible, the learning process would be stimulated and each repetition 
would lessen the possibility of the student failing in anatomy when tak-
ing the state-board examinations. 
Analysis of the relation which exists between the state-board 
failures and the extent to which these recommendations are followed leads 
the writer to believe that in as much as the more favorable educational 
circumstances which are advocated as effective in promoting curricular 
success are directly related to the more successful group of examinees, 
she is justitied in stating that the degree of success or tailures in 
state-board examinations is in a considerable degree directly related to 
close adherence to, or deviation trom the Standard CUrriculum. 
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